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Abstract
Mobile impurity atoms immersed in Bose–Einstein condensates provide a newplatform for exploring
Bose polarons. Recent experimental advances in thefield of ultracold atomsmake it possible to realize
such systemswith highly tunablemicroscopic parameters and to explore equilibrium and dynamical
properties of polarons using a rich toolbox of atomic physics. In this paper we present a detailed
theoretical analysis of Bose polarons in one-dimensional systems of ultracold atoms. By combining a
non-perturbative renormalization group approachwith numerically exact diffusionMonteCarlo
calculationswe obtain not only detailed numerical results over a broad range of parameters but also
qualitative understanding of different regimes of the system.We find that an accurate description of
Bose polarons requires the inclusion of two-phonon scattering termswhich go beyond the commonly
used Fröhlichmodel. Furthermore we show thatwhen the Bose gas is in the strongly interacting
regime, one needs to include interactions between the phononmodes.Weuse several theoretical
approaches to calculate the polaron energy and its effectivemass. The former can bemeasured using
radio-frequency spectroscopy and the latter can be studied experimentally using impurity oscillations
in a harmonic trapping potential.We compare our theoretical results for the effectivemass to the
experiments byCatani et al (2012Phys. Rev.A 85 023623). In theweak-to-intermediate coupling
regimeswe obtain excellent quantitative agreement between theory and experiment, without any free
fitting parameter.We supplement our analysis by full dynamical simulations of polaron oscillations in
a shallow trapping potential.We also use our renormalization group approach to analyze the full phase
diagram and identify regions that support repulsive and attractive polarons, as well asmulti-particle
bound states.

1. Introduction

When amobile particle interacts with a surrounding bath of bosons, it becomes dressed by a cloud of excitations
and forms a polaron [1, 2]. As a resultmany of its properties, like the effectivemass, are stronglymodified
compared to those of the bare particle. Impurity atoms immersed in a Bose gas provide a promising new
platform for studying the long standing polaron problem. Advantages of such systems include the tunability of
both interactions [3–5] and the single particle dispersion [6]. For example, both impurity and host atoms can be
realized in a quasi one-dimensional (1D) geometry. This situationwas realized experimentally by the Florence
group [7] andwill be considered throughout this paper. Recent experiments also demonstrated the existence of
strongly coupled Bose polarons in one [7] and three-dimensional systems [8, 9].

Numerous theoretical works have addressed the problemof amobile impurity in an ultracold quantumgas,
see [10, 11] for reviews. However, theywere either based on an effective FröhlichHamiltonian to describe the
polaron [5, 12–19] or used truncatedwave functionswith only a few excitations [20, 21]. Notable exceptions
include a third-order perturbative treatment of the problem [22], a self-consistentT-matrix calculation [23], a
mean-field (MF) analysis beyond the FröhlichHamiltonian [24], diffusionMonte Carlo (DMC) calculations
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based on the fullmicroscopicHamiltonian [25, 26] and approximate analytical descriptions [27, 28]. Recently
Virial expansion techniques have also been used to study spectra of Bose polarons [29] and aflow-equation
approach has been applied to the problem [28].

A number of important questions remain open and a complete theoretical understanding of Bose polarons
at arbitrary couplings is lacking.Most strikingly, the phase diagram in the strongly interacting regime is still a
subject of debate. In this paper we focus on a systemwhere both the impurity and the Bose gas are constrained to
one dimension.When the impurity is interactingwith only a single boson, a two-particle bound state exists
already for infinitesimal attractive interactions. If themass of the impurity is infinite andmultiple bosons
withoutmutual interactions are considered, this gives rise to an infinite series ofmulti-particle bound states. The
fate of thesemany-body eigenstates in a regimewhere the impurity ismobile and the Bose gas is interacting, is
unclear. A related question concerns the regimes of validity of different effective polaronmodels, including the
celebrated FröhlichHamiltonian.

In two and three-dimensional systems, theMF approach [24] is a convenient theoretical tool that can be used
to studymodels beyond the simplified FröhlichHamiltonian. It is a non-perturbativemethodwhich includes
strong correlations between the phonons and the impurity, whereas phonon–phonon correlations are
neglected. For example, one can include two phonon scattering terms that are crucial for the accurate
description of few-body aspects of the system including the existence of bound states between the impurity and
host bosons [24, 25]. The spectral function of the impurity in three-dimensional systems obtained using theMF
approach [24]was in good agreementwith experimental results [8, 9]. The applicability of theMF approach to
1D systems has not been clarified yet. One of the indications that 1D systems are special is the unphysical
logarithmic infrared divergence of the polaron energy, which is absent in higher dimensions. The physical origin
of this divergence is the enhanced role of quantum fluctuations in 1D systems. These are essentially the same
fluctuations that are responsible for the absence of true Bose–Einstein condensation in homogeneous 1D
systems even at zero temperature [30, 31].

Theoretical issues raised above provide a considerable challenge for quantitative analysis of the experiment
[7], where 1DBose polarons have been realized at strong couplings for the first time. In fact, even in theweak
coupling regime, the agreement of themeasured effective polaronmasswith earlier theoretical calculations
based on the effective FröhlichHamiltonian has not been satisfactory. In order to obtain quantitative agreement,
the impurity–boson coupling had to bemultiplied by a factor of 3.15 in [7].Moreover, at stronger couplings a
saturation of the effectivemass has been observed [7], which lacked theoretical explanation so far.

Most of the earlier theoretical work focused on equilibriumproperties of polarons. The experiments with
polarons that have been carried out in 1Dquantumgases so far, includingmeasurements byCatani et al [7], all
probed non-equilibrium impurity dynamics [32, 33]. Thus theoretical analysis has to study not only strongly
interacting systems, but also understand its dynamical properties and their connection to equilibrium
quantities. This provides an additional challenge, sincemost of the standard tools, such asMonte-Carlo
methods, are not applicable. First steps in this direction have been taken in [34–38].

In this paperwe address the questions raised above and provide a detailed theoretical analysis of the Bose
polaron problem in one dimension.We consider amobile impurity ofmassM interacting with a 1DBose gas,
see figure 1(a).We then compare our theoreticalmethods, which leads us to an understanding of which terms in
themicroscopicHamiltonian contributemost to the polaron properties. As an example, infigure 1(b)we show
that the depletion of the Bose gas around the impurity can be described accurately by a semi-analytical
renormalization-group (RG) approach [16, 39, 40]when the Bose gas is deep in the Bogoliubov regime.
Moreover, we use our theoreticalmethods to analyze the experiment byCatani et al [7] in detail. In particular we
calculate the effective polaronmass. In theweak-to-intermediate coupling regimeswe obtain excellent
agreementwith the experimental data, seefigure 1(c). Our resultsmoreover provide an important test case for
theories of Bose polarons at strong couplings, applicable also in higher dimensions [40].

A special feature of ourwork is the comparison of analytical analysis with numerical calculations starting
from the fullmicroscopicHamiltonian and based on theDMCmethod [41–43], supplemented by variational
Monte Carlo (VMC) calculations. In additionwe present results from time-dependentMF simulations,
following [24, 44], to study impurity dynamics.

Our paper is organized as follows. After briefly summarizing ourmain results in the following section, we
introduce themodel in section 3. In section 4we consider theweak coupling limit and compare our calculations
to the experimental data from [7].We discuss the effect of two-phonon terms in section 5. A detailed RG analysis
is presented in appendix B, fromwhichwe derive the polaron phase diagram. In section 6 a time-dependentMF
theory is applied to analyze polaron dynamics as in the experiment byCatani et al section 7 is devoted to a
discussion of phonon–phonon interactions in the polaron cloud. The variational andDMCmethods are
presented in section 7.1.We closewith a summary and an outlook in section 8.
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2. Summary of results

Bose polarons have been commonly investigated theoretically using an effective FröhlichHamiltonian ̂F

[5, 7, 14]. This is justified forweak interactions between the impurity and bath particles, see figure 2. In the
present workwe show that in this regime, the effective Fröhlichmodel describes accurately the experimental
results for the effectivemass [7], without any free fitting parameter.We point out the importance of high-energy
phonons (atmomenta of the order of the inverse healing length ξ), which have not been treated accurately in the
previous analysis of the experimental data [7, 35, 36].When the Bose gas is weakly interacting, we find a regime
where perturbative treatments of impurity-phonon interactions [25, 26] fail. The Fröhlichmodel is still valid for
these parameters however.

For stronger impurity–boson interactions, the FröhlichHamiltonian is no longer sufficient and two-
phonon processes ̂2ph (see equation (8) for details) have to be included to describe the depletion of the
condensate correctly [23], allowing also formolecular states [23, 24, 40]. To solve the extended polaron
Hamiltonian, wefirst useMF theory in the spirit of [24] and show that it predicts a logarithmic divergence of the
polaron energywith the infraredmomentum cut-off. The divergence can be regularized by amore accurate RG
calculation, whichwe benchmark in 1Dby comparing to our numerically exactDMC results. For large boson
densities, corresponding to a regimewhere the Bogoliubov approximation can be used to describe the Bose gas,
wefind good agreement of the RGwith exactDMCpredictions, see figure 1(b).

Due to the presence of the two-phonon terms, theMF andRG approaches predict a saturation of the
effective polaronmass to a large but constant value for strong interactions with the impurity, see figure 1(c). This
effect can be understood as a shift of the position of the impurity–boson Feshbach resonance to the attractive

Figure 1. Strongly coupled polarons in one-dimension: (a) system sketch: we consider the problemof amobile impurity interacting
with a quasi-one-dimensional Bose gas.We perform calculations based on various theoreticalmethods, including a RG approach and
diffusionMonte Carlo (DMC) calculations. (b)Deep in the Bogoliubov regime the RGmethod yields accurate results for the density
profile of bosons around the impurity (i.e. the impurity–boson correlation function) even for strong impurity–boson interactions.
Importantly the RG improves predictions by simplermean-field (MF) calculations based on an ansatz of uncorrelated phonons. Here
we used a ratio of impurity–boson to boson–boson interaction strengths of h = 1000 (very strong repulsion) and considered the case
of high density with =∣ ∣n a 1440 BB , where n0 is the density of the Bose gas and aBB the 1Dboson–boson scattering length. (c)Wealso
calculate the effective polaronmass Mp and compare our results to experimentalmeasurements byCatani et al [7]. In theweak-to-
intermediate coupling regimeswe obtain excellent quantitative agreement between theory and experiment, without any free fitting
parameters.

Figure 2.Adiagramwith different physical regimes of Bose polarons: for weak impurity–boson interactions η an impurity in a Bose
gas can be described by the FröhlichHamiltonian. For strong interactions, two-phonon terms beyond the Fröhlichmodel have to be
included. For strongly interacting bosons, g 1where g = ∣ ∣n a2 0 BB is the dimensionless interaction strength of the Bose gas [6],
the Bogoliubov approximation breaks down and phonon–phonon interactions also have to be included. For weakly interacting
bosons, g  1, we identify a regimewhere the Bogoliubov approximation for the Bose gas is justified (beyond Fröhlich regime).
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side (h < 0 infigure 1(c)) due to the interactions with the surrounding Bose gas.We note that at the Feshbach
resonance the interaction strength diverges and the polaronmass becomes infinite [45]. This can be understood
by considering afinite-size systemofN bosonswith hard-core interactions with the impurity. Because the
bosons cannot penetrate the impurity, the latter can onlymove together with the bosons.Hence the polaron
mass is proportional toN and diverges in the thermodynamic limit.

Qualitatively, a saturation of the polaronmass at strong impurity–boson interactions has been observed
experimentally [7] using breathing oscillations of the impurity in a harmonic trap. To analyze these
measurements further, we perform full dynamical simulations of the polaron trajectory using time-dependent
MF theory [24, 44]. Our calculations show that while the impurity oscillations provide a powerful tool to
determine the effective polaronmass, the accuracy can be limited by the inhomogeneity of the Bose gas, in
particular for strong interactions.

When the boson density n0 becomes small, the Bogoliubov theory of the interacting Bose gas breaks down.
In this regime phonon–phonon interactions described by -

ˆ
ph ph (see equation (11) for details) have to be

included for a valid description of the polaron, seefigure 2. From the comparison of ourmost reliableDMC
calculations (including -

ˆ
ph ph)withRGpredictions (without -

ˆ
ph ph)wefind that phonon–phonon

interactions always need to be included to obtain quantitative agreement for the polaron energy andmass.
From the comparison of ourDMCandRG calculations, we also conclude that the experiment byCatani et al

[7] has been performed in a regimewhere all terms in theHamiltonian (̂F, ̂2ph and -
ˆ

ph ph) are relevant. In
particular the interactions between Bogoliubov phonons in the bath already play a role.Moreover our
simulations of polaron dynamics suggest that the inhomogeneity of the Bose gas should be includedwhen
analyzing results of the experiment.We point out how additional experiments can shed new light on the physics
of strongly coupled Bose polarons in one dimension.

3.Model

Our starting point is a single impurity interactingwith a Bose gas in one dimension, see figure 1(a). The bosons
also havemutual interactions. This situation can be described by the followingmicroscopicHamiltonian,
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where f̂ ( )x stands for the Bose field operator, ŷ ( )x is the impurity field and  = 1. The boson (impurity)mass
is mB (M) and gBB (gIB) denote the boson–boson and impurity–boson coupling constants respectively.We
assume that only a single impurity is present in the homogeneous Bose gas with density n0. Experimentally this
corresponds to a situationwith sufficiently low impurity concentration, ideally with less than one impurity per
healing length ξ.

The ground state of thisHamiltonian can be calculated efficiently for up to N 200 bosons bymeans of the
DMCmethod.We provide the technical details of this approach in section 7.1, althoughwe compare toDMC
results in earlier sections.

3.1. Polaron description
To arrive at a polaron description of the impurity problemdescribed above, we express the boson field operator
f̂ ( )x in terms of Bogoliubov phonons âk [5, 10, 11, 46]. To this endwewrite the Fourier components

òf p f= -ˆ ( ) ˆ ( )x x2 d ek
kx1 2 i as

f q q= - -
ˆ ˆ ˆ ( )†a acosh sinh , 2k k k k k

where qk is chosen as in the usual Bogoliubov theory for aweakly interacting Bose gas [47],
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Here the Bogoliubov dispersion is given by
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2
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where =c g n mBB 0 B and x = m g n1 2 B BB 0 are the speed of sound and the healing length in the limit of
weak interactions.
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So farwe have only applied a basis transformation, allowing us to express the Bosefield f̂ ( )x in terms of
Bogoliubov phonons âk. Thereby theHamiltonian in equation (1) can bewritten as

   = + + -ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ( )5F 2ph ph ph

without any approximation. Thefirst term corresponds to the effective FröhlichHamiltonian,

 ò òw= + + + + -ˆ ˆ ˆ
ˆ

( ˆ ˆ ) ( )† ˆ †k a a
p

M
g n k V a ad

2
d e . 6k k k k
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k kF

2

IB 0
i

Here p̂ and x̂ denote themomentum and position operators of the impurity infirst quantization. The scattering
amplitude is given by [5, 11]
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The second term, ̂2ph, describes two-phonon scattering processes [23, 24] and reads

 òp
q q q q= ¢ - ´ -- ¢ ¢ ¢ - ¢

- ¢ˆ ( ˆ ˆ ) ( ˆ ˆ ) ( )† † ( ) ˆg
k k a a a a

2
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2ph
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The two terms above, ̂F and ̂2ph, provide an accuratemodel for the polaron problemwhen the Bose gas
can be treatedwithin Bogoliubov theory. ThisMFdescription of the interacting bosons assumes amacroscopic
occupation of the condensate which is absent in one dimension [30, 31]. As pointed out by Lieb and Liniger
[48, 49], some quantities including the total energy can nevertheless be calculated accurately using Bogoliubov
theory in the regime ofweak interactions. This is the case when the dimensionless coupling strength g 2 is
sufficiently small [48], where

g = =
∣ ∣

( )
n a

m g

n

2
9

0 BB

B BB

0

and the 1Dboson–boson s-wave scattering length is given by the relation

= - ( ) ( )a m g2 . 10BB B BB

In contrast, for strong interactions gBB or small densities n0, when g 2 is large, the Bogoliubov description
of the Bose gas breaks down. In this case additional interactions between the Bogoliubov phonons âk have to be
included, whichwe summarize in -

ˆ
ph ph. These terms are of order

  = +-ˆ ( ˆ ) ( ˆ ) ( )a a , 11k kph ph
3 4

but do not involve impurity operators. Sincewe do not need the expression for -
ˆ

ph ph in terms of Bogoliubov
phonons in the following, wewill not write themout explicitly.

The terms inHamiltonian (5) give rise to different physical regimes of the Bose polaron. For small gIB, the
ground state corresponds to a free impurity and phonon contributions are negligible. In this regime the polaron
energy is determined by g nIB 0, sometimes referred to as theMF shift. For stronger couplings states with one
phononneed to be included, which has been done systematically by using perturbation theory in [25, 26]. This
approach is valid when g  1and

h g » - ( ∣ ∣) ( )n a2 3 . 123 4
0 BB

3 4

Beyond this coupling strengthmulti-phonon states need to be added in the ground state wavefunction to
describe correctly the polaron energy its effectivemass [16, 44]. To go beyond the Fröhlichmodel, two-phonon
terms need to be included in theHamiltonian [23, 24], see figure 2.When the polaron cloud containsmany
phonons and boson–boson interactions become large, their interactions need to be taken into account as well.
On aMF level this can be done by using theGross–Pitaevskii equation, see section 7.2 for a discussion.

3.2. Experimental considerations
Quasi-1DBose gases have been realized in several experiments (see [50] for a review).Mobile impurities can be
realized by using a second atomic level, as in the recent experimental observation of Bose polarons in a 3DBose–
Einstein condensate [9]. Alternatively a second atomic species can be added, as has been demonstrated in
[7, 8, 51, 52].

In this paperwe analyze the experimental results from [7].We use the dimensionless parameter

h = ( )g g 13IB BB

introduced therein to quantify the interaction strength between impurity and bosonwith respect to the fixed
strength of interactions in the bath. Themass ratio in the experiment was = =M m 41 87 0.47B and for n0 we
use the peak density of the Bose gas, whichwas estimated to be m=n 7 m0 in [7]. The coupling constant in the
bath is taken equal to = ´ -g 2.36 10 JmBB

37 as in [7].
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Using Bogoliubov theory this yields the following estimates for the healing length, x m= 0.15 m and the
speed of sound, = -c 3.38 mm s 1. Using ξ as a unit of length yields x =n 1.050 . A characteristic energy can be
defined by x p= ´c 3.6 2 kHz. Another important length scale is the 1Dboson–boson scattering length

m= -a 3.6 mBB , see equation (10). The speed of sound calculated from the Bethe ansatz [48, 49] at
g = =( )n a2 0.4380 BB , see equation (9), equals to = -c 3.20 mm s 1 so that the contribution of quantum
fluctuations is about 5%. In order to avoid a possible issuewhich value (Bogoliubov theory or Bethe ansatz) is
used, we take the healing length ξ as a unit of length for comparisonwith theMF theory and aBB for the
comparisonwithMonte Carlo results.

The temperature of the Bose gas = ( )T 350 50 nK measured in the experiment corresponds to x»k T c2B .
The transverse confinement frequency of the bosons (the impurity) stated in [7] corresponds to
w x»^ ( )c9.4 12.5 and justifies a description as a 1D system.

4.Weak coupling limit: the Fröhlichmodel

We start by discussing theweak coupling limit where exact analytical results can be obtainedwithin the Fröhlich
model. This enables a direct comparison between theory and experiment andmoreover provides an important
benchmark for subsequent analysis of the strong coupling regime.

Experimental studies byCatani et al [7] included an indirectmeasurement of the effective polaronmass Mp

for various values of the interaction strength η. The latter was tuned using a Feshbach resonance. The value of
Mp was extracted fromobservations of breathing oscillations of the impurity interacting with the trapped Bose

gas. The amplitudeσ of such oscillations is renormalized by a factor of M Mp . This can be understood by
considering an initially localized cloud of impurity atoms as in the experiment of [7], with average kinetic energy
á ñp̂ M22 .When the impurities are released theirmomentumdistribution is adiabaticallymapped to an

identical distribution of polaronmomenta. The resulting kinetic energy á ñp̂ M22
p of polarons is subsequently

converted into potential energy sWM 2I
2 2 of the expanded atoms in a harmonic potential with trapping

frequency WI. The amplitudeσ thus provides ameasure of the polaronmass, s s= M M0 p where s0

corresponds to non-interacting impurities. For amore detailed discussion see [7] and section 6 below.
Infigure 3we compare experimental results for the effective polaronmass Mp with predictions of our own

numerical calculations. Before presenting a detailed technical analysis, we note that our data from four different
theoreticalmethods show good agreementwith the experimental results in theweak-to-intermediate coupling
regimes. This is true for both repulsive and attractive interactions, without any free fitting parameter.

In their original analysis of the experiment, Catani and co-workers [7] performed numerical calculations

starting from an effective FröhlichHamiltonian¢ˆ
F (defined in section 4.1)which they derived using

bosonization techniques [53]. Then they applied Feynman’s variational path integralmethod [54] to obtain the
effective polaronmasswithin thismodel. Surprisingly, their prediction (thick purple line in figure 3) showed
appreciable disagreement with experimental results. Thus, either the evaluation of the polaronmass within the
effectivemodel was inaccurate, or the effectivemodel itself is insufficient. To clarify, we provide the answers to
the following questions before explaining them in detail below.

Figure 3.Effective polaronmass Mp: we compare theoretical predictions for Mp with the experimental data byCatani et al [7],
obtained from an indirectmeasurement of M Mp (for details see [7] and discussion below). The solid purple theoretical curve
(Feynman, exponential cut-off)was also taken from [7] and corresponds to calculations based on Feynman’s variational path integral

approach, using the effective FröhlichHamiltonian ¢ˆ
F defined by equations (14), (15). Other theoretical curves are obtained from

our own calculations, based on theHamiltonians indicated in the legend. The shaded area on the attractive side corresponds to the
regimewhere the RG (assuming theHamiltonian   = +ˆ ˆ ˆ

BF F 2ph) breaks down.DMC calculationswere performed forN=50
particles andwe checked thatfinite-size corrections are small.
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(i) It has been suggested earlier that Feynman’s variational path integral method becomes inadequate for
intermediate coupling strengths η if the impurity is light [16–18]. Is thismethod accurate for solving the

effective Fröhlichmodel¢ˆ
F for the experimental parameters?—Wewill show that Feynman’s approach is

accurate in the regime considered here.

(ii) To calculate the polaronicmass shift from Feynman’s approach applied to the effective Fröhlichmodel ¢ˆ
F,

Catani et al [7] used an estimate based on variational parameters instead of a full evaluation of theGreen’s
function. This approximation can lead to sizable errors for polarons in ultracold quantum gases [14, 16].
Does the estimate work for the Fröhlichmodel¢ˆ

F for the experimentally relevant parameters?—The
estimate leads to sizable deviations from the value of the effective polaronmass expected from the Fröhlich
Hamiltonian¢ˆ

F. Nevertheless this effect is not sufficient to fully explain the disagreement with the experiment.

(iii) The Fröhlich model is only applicable for sufficiently weak impurity–boson interactions. Where does this
approximation break down?—For h∣ ∣ 3, given the parameters form the experiment [7], a description in
terms of a FröhlichHamiltonian leads to quantitatively correct description.

(iv) The effective Fröhlich Hamiltonian ¢ˆ
F derived from bosonization differs from ̂F obtained from

Bogoliubov theory in theway how theUV regularization is performed. Does this explain the disagreement
between theory and experiment?—In the 1D polaron cloud, phonons from all energies contribute to polaronic
dressing and have strong effect on the polaron energy, effectivemass, and dynamics. Therefore the polaron
properties are sensitive to the details of theUV regularization. This causes the large deviations between earlier

theoretical calculations based on¢ˆ
F and the experiment shown in figure 3.

4.1. UV regularization of the Fröhlichmodel
The effective FröhlichHamiltonian derived fromBogoliubov theory, see equations (4), (6) and (7), does not
require anyUV regularization in one dimension andwe can simply set theUV cut-off L = ¥0 . Atmomenta
 xk 1 the Bogoliubov dispersion becomes quadratic, w  k m2k

2
B, making all quantities (the effectivemass,

the polaron energy, etc)well behaved.
On the other hand, bosonization can be used to derive an effective FröhlichHamiltonian [7] for the

impurity. It describes the interaction of the impurity with the Luttinger liquid formed by the 1DBose gas

[50, 53]. At longwavelengths, or low energies, the resulting FröhlichHamiltonian¢ˆ
F has the same asymptotic

form as ̂F in equation (6)whichwas derived fromBogoliubov theory. This provides additional evidence that
the use of the Bogoliubov theory for treating the 1DBose gas is justified.

The FröhlichHamiltonian¢ˆ
F is obtained from equation (6) by replacing wk andVkwith different

expressions w¢k and ¢Vk , respectively. The bosonization approach relies on a linear phonon dispersion,

w¢ = ( )ck, 14k

and determines the scattering amplitude ¢Vk at small k (longwavelengths). Its ultraviolet (UV) cut-off, required
for regularization of themodel, is commonly represented by an exponential decay at a characteristic scale kc [7]
which is usually taken to be x~k 1c ,

p
¢ = -∣ ∣ ( )V

g
K k

2
e . 15k

k kIB 2 c

The dimensionless Luttinger parameterK can be determined fromBethe-ansatz calculations. It is given by the
ratio of the Fermi velocity p=v n mF 0 B and the speed of sound c,

p
= = ( )K

v

c

n

cm
, 16F 0

B

By using equation (16) one confirms that the asymptotic behaviors ofVk (wk) and ¢Vk (w¢k) in the infrared (IR)
limit xk 1 are identical. Forweakly interacting bosons, where the gas parameter g  1, see equation (9), is
small, Bogoliubov theory provides an accurate value for the speed of sound as =c g n mBB 0 B . For a strongly
interacting bath (Tonks–Girardeau regime), the speed of sound equals to the Fermi velocity, =c vF. For
intermediate interactions, Bethe ansatz can be used to obtain the speed of sound c and Luttinger parameterK.

Themain difference between the bosonization approach andBogoliubov theory is in the treatment of
phonons at high energies. Inmany transport and dynamic phenomena in 1D systems themain contributions
come from the longest wavelength excitations [53] and the results are insensitive to theUV cut-off. In this spirit,
[7] focused on low-energy phonons and introduced the exponential cut-off at kc in equation (15) by hand. In the
Bogoliubov theory, on the other hand, the phonon dispersion wk becomes nonlinear for  xk 1 , providing a
natural UV cut-off scale in themodel.
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To obtain reasonable results from the effective FröhlichHamiltonian¢ˆ
F, themomentum cut-off kc has to

be of the order x1 . Even for this choice the properties ofUVphonons atmomenta around x~k 1 differ in the

twomodels ̂F and¢ˆ
F. As has been shown by a dimensional analysis in [16, 40], the high-energymodeswith

x~k 1 play a crucial role in determining properties of the Bose polaron. Thereforewe expect that there can be
sizable quantitative differences between predictions by the two polaronHamiltonians.

Infigure 3we calculate the polaronmass Mp starting from the Fröhlichmodel ̂F and using Feynman’s
variational path integral formalism [5, 14, 54] (purple dashed-dotted line in the figure). The same calculation

was performed in [7], but using themodel¢ˆ
F with an exponential UV cut-off (purple solid line in thefigure).

Surprisingly, the Bogoliubov theory predicts a polaronmasswhich is about a factor of two larger than expected
fromassuming an exponential UV cut-off. This also explains the large deviations between the experimental data

and theory based on¢ˆ
F.

4.2. Validity of the Fröhlichmodel
The Fröhlichmodel is only validwhen two-phonon processes can be ignored. This is the case when the depletion
of the quasi-1D condensate is small, justifying also the assumption that phonon–phonon interactions cannot
modify the polaron cloud substantially in this regime.

To derive an estimate when the Fröhlichmodel is accurate, we apply standardMF theory [10, 13, 55] (see
also section 5.1) to the combinedHamiltonian +ˆ ˆ

F 2ph. In appendix Awe derive for the phonon number in
the polaron cloud,

òb
w

=
+

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟ ( )N k

V

k M
d

2
. 17k

k
ph
MF

MF
2

2

2

Herewe assumed that the totalmomentum carried by the polaron vanishes, p=0. The result in equation (17) is
similar to the expression from the Fröhlichmodel, which is obtained by setting b = 1MF .When two-phonon
terms are included, we obtain

òb
p w

= +
+

-⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥ ( )

g
k

W

k M
1

2
d

2
. 18k

k
MF

IB
2

2

1

Therefore the depletion of the quasi-1D condensate can be described accurately by the FröhlichHamiltonian
provided that b  1MF .

This yields the condition

òp
w

=
+

-


⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥∣ ∣ ( )g g k

W

k M
2 d

2
19c k

k
IB IB

2

2

1

for the validity of ̂F. The integral can be estimated as

h p p= » = ∣ ∣ ( )g g c g n a2 . 20c
c
IB BB BB 0 BB

As indicated infigure 2, the border of theweak coupling region scales as h ~ ∣ ∣n ac 0 BB .
For the experimental parameters of [7], the critical coupling strengthwhere the Fröhlichmodel breaks down

is given by h » 6c . Indeed, from figure 3we see that theoretical calculations based on the FröhlichHamiltonian
only describe the experimental data for h 3, and the deviations become large around hc .

Condition (20) provides an estimatewhen the FröhlichHamiltonian is valid. Note that this is different from
condition (12)which describes inwhich regime the lowest-order perturbation theory in boson–boson and
impurity–boson interactions is valid. Comparison of the two expressions shows that there exists a parameter
regime at large ∣ ∣n a0 BB and h h< c where the Fröhlichmodel is valid but has to be solved non-perturbatively.

4.3. Feynman variational approach to the Fröhlichmodel
In [16–18] the validity of Feynman’s variational path integral description of Fröhlich polarons has been
questioned.When the impuritymass is small and interactions aremoderate, a new regime has been identified
where the correlations between phonons in the polaron cloud become important. Because Feynman’smethod
merely interpolates between the two extremes of weak and strong coupling [56], it cannot capture the physics
accurately in this situation.

In the Florence experiment [7] the impuritymass is a factor of two smaller than the bosonmass; it is then
natural to ask how accurate Feynman’s approachworks in this case. To answer this questionwe compare
predictions by the RG introduced in [16] to Feynman’s variational path integralmethod, see figure 4. Note that

we only consider the FröhlichHamiltonians ̂F and¢ˆ
F in this figure. For the sake of comparisonwe also

present results at strong couplings, beyond the critical value hc where the Fröhlichmodel is not sufficient
anymore.
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To extract the effective polaronmass Mp, Feynman suggested a simple estimatewhere one of his variational
parameters serves as a direct approximation for themass renormalization d = -M M Mp . In addition he
derived amore accurate expression for the polaronicmass enhancement from the imaginary-timeGreen’s
function, see [5, 11, 14, 54] for details. As can be seen from figure 4, the estimated polaronmass has a large
relative error, in particular in the regime ofweak interactions.

The accurate expression for the polaronmass determined from the imaginary-timeGreen’s function agrees
remarkablywell with our RG calculation. Only for intermediate couplings, small differences between the two
methods can be observed. Forweak and strong couplings both predictions coincide exactly.We conclude that
Feynman’s ansatz provides an accurate description of Fröhlich polarons in the experiment byCatani et al [7]
when the FröhlichHamiltonian ̂F is used.

5. Strong coupling: effects of two-phonon terms

When the coupling h h» c becomes too large, the Fröhlichmodel is no longer valid. In the followingwewill

analyze the effect of two-phonon scattering terms ̂2ph whichmodify the properties of the polaron in this
regime [23].We consider the beyond-FröhlichHamiltonian defined by

  = +ˆ ˆ ˆ ( ). 21BF F 2ph

Wecompare our theoretical predictions based on ̂BF with results for the fullmicroscopicmodel ̂ obtained by
Monte Carlo simulation.

5.1.MF theory
We start by highlighting some of the polaron properties specific to 1D systems, usingMF formalismdiscussed in
[24]. The formalism for 1DBose polarons is presented in appendix A. In short,firstly one utilizes conservation of
the totalmomentum p by applying the unitary transformation ÛLLP introduced by Lee et al [55]. This transforms

the originalHamiltonian ̂BF into the newone, =˜ ˆ ˆ ˆ †
U UBF LLP BF LLP. Next, a product wave function of

coherent phonon states is assumed to describe the ground state of ̃BF. Thismeans that the polaron state can be
written as

y añ = ñ∣ ˆ ∣ ( )†
U . 22

k
kMF LLP
MF

Tofind theminimumvariational energy a y y= á ñ[ ] ∣ ˆ ∣E k
MF

MF BF MF one solves the saddle point equations
d a da =[ ]E 0k kMF , which yields

a
b

w
= -

+ - -( )
( )V

k M k p P M2
. 23k

k

k

MF MF

2
ph
MF

The total phononmomentum ò a= ∣ ∣P k kd kph
MF MF 2 and bMF have to be determined self-consistently. TheMF

variational polaron energy is given by

Figure 4.Theoretical results for the effective polaronmass: we compare predictions by different theoretical approaches, all obtained
assuming the FröhlichHamiltonian ̂F. Thismodel is only valid for h h∣ ∣ c indicated in the plot. Parameters were chosen as in the
experiment byCatani et al [7].
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q= + +
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k
p P

M2
d sinh

2
. 24k0

MF
0 IB MF

IB 2
2

ph
MF 2

Note thatMF calculations go beyond a straightforward perturbative treatment of impurity–boson interactions
as presented e.g. in [26].

Effective polaronmass.The effectivemass of the polaron, Mp, can be obtained from themomentum
dependence of theMFpolaron energy. As discussed e.g. in [11], onefinds

= +( ) ( ) ( )E p
p

M
p

2
. 250

MF
2

p

4

Infigure 3we compare theMF effective polaronmass Mp (dashed line) to the experimental results. At large
repulsive couplings around h h» c wefind a saturation of Mp at some large butfinite value.Qualitatively, a
similar saturation of the polaronmass has been observed in themeasurements byCatani et al [7], although it
remains unclear how reliable the utilizedmeasurement procedure is at strong couplings, see section 6.4 for a
discussion.

Ourmost reliableDMC simulations infinite-size systems also show a saturation of the effective polaron
mass at strong interactions g gIB BB, see figure 3. The saturated value h  ¥( )Mp is substantially smaller
than the result expected fromMF theory. In addition, from finite-size scalingwe find that theDMC results are
consistent with an infinite polaronmass in the thermodynamic limit. Indeed, based on themicroscopicmodel
Hamiltonian in equation (1)we expect that µM Np is proportional to the number of bosonsNwhen impurity–
boson interactions diverge,  ¥gIB . To understand this, note that the average impurity and boson velocities

=v vimp B are equal because impurities and bosons cannot penetrate each other. By relating them to the average
impurity and bosonmomenta =p MvI I and =p m vB B B using Ehrenfest’s theoremwe see that afinite total
momentum = + = ( )p p p NI B

0 is distributed over all particles and it follows that = ( )v N1I . Because
the average impurity velocity =v vI p coincides with the average polaron velocity =v p Mp p, it follows that

= ( )M Np .We also note that an explicit proof that µM Np has been given bymeans of exact Bethe-ansatz
calculations in the limit when both impurity–boson and boson–boson interactions diverge, =  ¥g gIB BB ,
see [45].

TheMF theory is based on the Bogoliubov approximation and ignores phonon–phonon interactions. Thus
it cannot fully capture the impenetrable nature of impurities and bosons in the limit when = ¥gIB in
equation (1). As discussed in appendix B this leads to anRG flowof the interaction strengthwhich shifts the
position of the resonance defined by the divergence of impurity–boson interactions at longwavelengths.MF
theory predicts an infinite effective polaronmass at an attractivemicroscopic interaction strength h < 0c,MF , as
indicated infigure 3.When boson–boson interactions are fully taken into account, as in ourDMC simulations,
such shifts of the impurity–boson resonance cannot occur.

Experimentally [7], the impurity–boson interaction gIB can be tuned by utilizing a confinement-induced
(Feshbach) resonance [4].When formulating the effectiveHamiltonian in equation (1), we implicitly assumed
that the scattering of an impurity with a boson at low energies is notmodified bymany-body effects caused by
the interactionswith the surrounding Bose gas. Similar to the shift of the resonance position predicted by theMF
andRG theories, we expect thatmany-body effects can lead to a shift of the confinement-induced resonance.

Infigure 5we also show results from a quasi-1DDMCcalculation. It takes into account the finite extent of
the trap in radial direction. The prediction for the effective polaronmass is in excellent agreementwith our
strictly 1DDMCcalculations. This suggests that the large discrepancy between theory and experiment in the
strong coupling regime cannot be explained by the influence of radially excited states in the trap.Hencewe
conclude that the relevant physics remains strictly 1D.Details of this calculation can be found in section 7.1.

Multi-particle bound states and in-mediumFeshbach resonance. For a situationwhere the polaron
momentum p=0 vanishes, bMF is given by equation (18). ThisMF expression suggests the existence of a
transitionwhere b  ¥MF diverges. It takes places at a critical attractive coupling strength

òp
w

= -
+

<
-⎡

⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥ ( )g k

W

k M
2 d

2
0. 26

c
k

k
IB,
MF

2

2

1

At this interaction strength the number of phonons in the polaron diverges, see equation (17). This suggests an
instability of the system towards a state with a large number of bosons accumulating around the impurity. Such
behavior has been associatedwithmulti-particle bound states in higher dimensions [24, 25, 40].

At g
cIB,

MF theMFpolaron energy also diverges and changes sign, see equation (24). This indicates a transition
froman attractive polaronwith negative energy, to a repulsive polaronwith positive energy. Infigure 6 theMF
polaron energy is shown and theMF critical value h = g gc c,MF IB,

MF
BB is indicated in the plot. In addition, we

calculate the density profile of the bosons infigure 7.When hc,MF is approached from h = 0, as expected, a large
number of bosons accumulates around the impurity. This effect is also observed by our full numericalMonte
Carlo calculations.
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Figure 5.The effective polaronmass Mp is compared for differentmodelHamiltonians and using different theoreticalmethods, as
indicated in the legend. The Fröhlichmodel is only valid for h h∣ ∣ ∣ ∣c . Parameters are chosen as in the experiment byCatani et al [7],
and all DMCcalculations were performed forN=50 particles. The quasi-1D calculations are computationallymore demanding,
explaining the increased amount of noise in the data.

Figure 6.The polaron energy calculated fromMF theory and using the RGmethod, for parameters as in the Florence experiment [7].
For comparison, results fromourDMCcalculations are shown for whichwe performed extrapolations to the thermodynamic limit

 ¥N , see appendixC for details. Different regimes discussed in the text are indicated in the top row. In the shaded area the RG
approach breaks down because the number of bosons in the polaron cloud diverges. Note thatDMCcalculations fully include all
microscopic terms in theHamiltonian, in particular boson–boson interactions which lead to a stable solution in the regimewhere the
RGbreaks down.Here the true ground state is a correlated state ofmany interacting bosons accumulating around the impurity. For
weak attractive interactions, h h< < 0c,RG , an attractive polaron exists. On the other hand, for strong attractive interactions,
h h< c,MF, two branches can be realized. The energetically lower branch (energies not calculated) containsmulti-particle bound states
[24, 25, 57], while the energetically higher branch corresponds to a repulsive polaronwith attractivemicroscopic interactions. For
more details on the phase diagram, see appendix B and [40].

Figure 7.Density profile around the impurity: the boson density around the impurity (at x = 0) is calculated using theMF (dashed)
andRG (solid)methods and compared toDMC simulations (dots) forN=50 bosons. The parameters correspond to the experiment
byCatani et al [7]. RG andMF calculations are based on the beyond-FröhlichHamiltonian ̂BF, which neglects phonon–phonon
interactions. Their effect leads to the observable discrepancies in comparison toDMCcalculationswhich fully include the boson–
boson interactions.
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Tounderstand the physics of this transition, wefirst analyze the limits  ¥gIB . Because theMF
wavefunction coincides for = +¥gIB and = -¥gIB , we conclude that the two repulsive polaron branches at
strong attraction and repulsion are adiabatically connected. This behavior is reminiscent of themeta-stable
super-Tonks–Girardeau state, which can be realized by a strongly interacting Bose gas (without impurities)
when the interactions are quickly changed from strongly repulsive to strongly attractive [58, 59].

For an impurity inside a non-interacting Bose gas, =g 0BB , the critical value becomes zero, =g 0
cIB,

MF . In this

case, g
cIB,

MF corresponds to the point wherewe expect the appearance of an infinite series ofmulti-particle

impurity–boson bound states in 1D, if the impuritymass is infinite. This last condition guarantees that no
correlations can be induced between the bosons by scattering off the impurity. Note that such processes are not
included in theMFwavefunction, even forfinite impuritymass < ¥M . This explains why =g 0

cIB,
MF vanishes

in the non-interacting Bose gas, independent ofM. In contrast, the RG approach presented in appendix B
includes impurity-induced interactions between the phonons. Therewe show that ¹g 0

cIB,
RG becomes non-zero

in the non-interacting Bose gas when the impuritymass isfinite.
In the limit of a non-interacting Bose gas, =g 0BB , and for a localized impurity, = ¥M , we note that the

1D scattering length = -a m g1IB B IB [6] diverges when gIB approaches the critical value =g 0
cIB,

MF . This effect

can be associatedwith a 1DFeshbach resonance. On the other hand, when the Bose gas is interacting or the
impurity becomesmobile, the position of the Feshbach resonance is shifted. It is now located at the bare two-
particle interaction g cIB, . This behavior is reminiscent of the in-medium shift of the Feshbach resonance
predicted for Bose polarons in 3D. In this case, too, the Feshbach resonance is associatedwith the appearance of
multi-particle bound states in the spectrum [24, 40].

In general one should be cautious that the inclusion of quantumfluctuationsmight change the position of
the transition compared to theMFprediction. In some cases, transitions predicted byMF theory even disappear
completely.We address this problem in appendix B, where quantumfluctuations are included using anRG
approach. See also [40] for a detailed discussion.

Logarithmic IR divergence of the polaron energy. In contrast to the 3D case [24], expression(24) for theMF
polaron energy is fully convergent when the large-momentum cut-off L0 is sent to infinity. It has a logarithmic
divergence when the small-momentum cut-offλ is sent to zero however,

òp
q l~ - ´ ¥

l

lL 
⟶ ( ) ( )

g
k g g

2
d sinh log sgn . 27k

IB 2
IB

0

IB

0

This IR divergence can be regularized by including quantumfluctuations using theRG approach presented in
section 5.2.

In ourMF calculations of the polaron energy, for example in figure 6, we ignore the log-divergent term

òp qg k2 d sinh kIB
2 in equation (24). This step can only be justified a posteriori, by showing that the general

behavior of theMFpolaron energywithout the log-divergent term closely resembles the fully regularized RG
prediction. Alternatively one can argue that the divergence l~log is only logarithmic in system size l~L 1 .
Hence the correction to the polaron energy from the log-divergent term in equation (27) is not expected to be
large for afinite systemof an experimentally relevant size. As a consequence, ourMFprediction for the polaron
energy is not expected to be quantitatively accurate.

Orthogonality catastrophe. In one dimension, theMF theory of Bose polarons has evenmore noteworthy
peculiarities associatedwith the IR cut-off. First of all, the phonon number in the polaron cloud diverges
logarithmically,

ò
b
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k
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This is directly related to the log-divergence of theMF energy. Depleting the quasi-1D condensate and creating
infinitelymany phonons costs an interaction energy which scales like~g NIB ph.

The diverging phonon number can also be understood as amanifestation of Anderson’s orthogonality
catastrophe [60] for amobile impurity in a 1DBose gas.WithinMF theory, the quasiparticle residue is
determined by the simple relation (see e.g. [11])

l= -  ( )Z e 0. 29Nph
MF

Therefore already an infinitesimally small interaction leads to a vanishing quasiparticle weightZ=0 in an
infinite system.

Supersonic polarons.The large number of phonons in the 1Dpolaron cloud also affects the dependence of
polaron properties on the totalmomentum [61].While there exists a phase transition from the subsonic to the
supersonic regime at largemomenta in higher dimensions [44], this transition is absent in 1D. To calculate the
criticalmomentum pc

MF where the subsonic to supersonic transition for the impurity takes place, we employ
Landau’s criterion for superfluidity. It states that the transition takes placewhen the polaron velocity vp exceeds
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the speed of sound c in the Bose gas. From the expression = -( )v p P Mp ph
MF [44]we derive
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Hereλ is the IRmomentum cut-off.Wefind that polarons are subsonic in 1D, due to the dressing of the
impurity with an infinite number of phonons.

5.2. RG approach
In appendix Bwe extend our analysis and include quantum fluctuations on top of theMF solution by applying
the non-perturbative RG approach introduced in [16, 39, 40]. The RGprocedure allows us to regularize the IR
divergence of the polaron energy identified in equation (27).We use thismethod tomake predictions for the
energy shift between an interacting and a free impurity, which can bemeasured directly using radio-frequency
spectroscopy [8, 9]. On the other hand, the RGmethod provides new insights into the polaron phase diagram.
We present a detailed discussion of our RG analysis of 1DBose polarons in appendix B.

From the solution of the RG flow equations (see appendix B)we obtain the fully regularized polaron energy
E0

RG. Explicit calculation in the appendix demonstrates IR divergence of the polaron energy is regularizedwith
this approach.We further benchmark the RG approach by comparing to theDMCcalculations andworking in
the regime of large boson density n0.More concretely, we assume that the dimensionless interaction strength
g  1, see equation (9), is small. In this regime the Bogoliubov approximation is justified and the effect of
phonon–phonon interactions, included only byDMC, is expected to beweak.

We estimate the importance of nonlinear interaction terms between Bogoliubov phonons by the relative size
of corrections eD LHY to the ground state energy e0 of the homogeneous Bose gas caused by quantum
fluctuations [48, 49]. Similar to Lee–Huang–Yang corrections in 3D [62, 63], one obtains

e e
p p

gD = - = -
∣ ∣

( )
n a

2

3

1 4

3
, 31LHY 0

5 2

0 BB

see e.g. [6]. In the second expression, γ is the dimensionless interaction strength in the Bose gas, see equation (9).
Infigure 8we compare our result for the polaron energy toDMCcalculations.We used the samemass ratio

=M m 41 87B as in the experiment byCatani et al [7], but the density was chosen to be =∣ ∣n a 1440 BB

(corresponding to x= = ∣ ∣n a6 1440 BB or g = 0.014) so that the corrections of quantumfluctuation to the
energy is e eD = 0.05 1LHY 0 . For weak-to-intermediate couplingswe obtain excellent agreement between
RGandDMCpredictions, validating the use of the effective beyond-FröhlichHamiltonian ̂BF in this regime.
For the case of repulsivemicroscopic interactions, >g 0IB , we obtain sizable deviations in the regime of very
strong couplings. Yet the correction by the RG accounts for about half of the deviation betweenMF andDMC
results in this case.

In the case of attractivemicroscopic interactions <g 0IB , see figure 8(a), an additional regularization of the
polaron energy L( )E0 is required in the RG to deal with divergencies of one of the coupling constants ( -G )
during the RG. This procedure is described in detail in [40]. The agreement for the energy of attractive polarons
is reasonable. It should also be noted that the attractive polaron is not expected to be the ground state of the
Hamiltonian ̂BF based on the Bogoliubov approximation for the Bose gas in this case, as discussed in detail in
appendix B. Instead it has been argued in [40] that the true ground state contains a large number of bosons
accumulating around the impurity. This prediction is consistent with ourDMCcalculations in this regime.

Infigure 1(b)we calculate how the density profile of the bosons ismodified by impurity–boson interactions.
Againwe consider the high-density regimewhere the Bogoliubov approximation for the Bose gas is justified. In
contrast to the energies shown in figure 8, the depletion of the Bose gas is accurately described by the RG
approach in this case, even for very large interactions (h = 103 in thefigure). This serves as another important

benchmark for the RG and the use of the effective beyond-FröhlichHamiltonian ̂BF in the regimewhere
quantumfluctuations in the bath areweak.

In contrast, for the experiment byCatani et al [7] the correction to the energy due to quantumfluctuations is
sizable, e eD » -0.30LHY 0 , indicating that Bogoliubov theory is no longer quantitatively accurate. Indeed the
predictions for the effective polaronmass in the strong coupling regime differ by a factor of 4, see figure 5. Below,
infigure 15, we also compare predictions for the polaron energy in this case and find large quantitative
deviations between the two approaches on the repulsive side.

6.Dynamics of strong coupling polarons

Comparison of the effective polaronmass in figures 3 and 5 suggests a good agreement between theory and
experiment forweak and intermediate interaction strength.However, in the strong coupling regime the value of
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the plateau is not reproduced. Herewe investigate themeasurementmethod itself, which relies on the analysis of
oscillations of impurities subject to a shallow trapping potential.We show that inside a homogeneous gas, both
their amplitude and frequency renormalization can be used tomeasure the effectivemass. Surprisingly, no
frequency renormalizationwas observed byCatani et al [7], who investigated the reduction of the amplitude
instead.We speculate here that this can be caused by the inhomogeneity of the Bose gas. Indeed, its size is below
the extent of the largest oscillation amplitudes contributing to themeasurement of the effectivemass.

6.1. Time-dependentMF theory
Todescribe the dynamics of strongly coupled Bose polarons inside a shallow trapping potential, we employ a
time-dependent variant ofMF theory as in [24, 44].We supplement this approachwith the local-density
approximation (LDA). This allows us to treat the problem in the Lee–Low–Pines (LLP) frame despite the
external potential.

Our variational ansatz corresponds to a product wave function of coherent states,

y añ = ñc-∣ ( ) ˆ ( ( )) ∣ ( ) ( )( )t U P t te , 32t

k
kMF

i
LLP

in the framewhich is co-movingwith the impurity, see appendix A. This is achieved by the unitary
transformation ˆ ( ( ))U P tLLP [55], where P(t) denotes the time-dependent total systemmomentum. c( )t denotes
an overall phasewhich guarantees conservation of the total energy. Similar to theMF ground state, this
wavefunction ignores quantumfluctuations of phonons induced by themobile impurity.

The position of the impurity = á ñ( ) ˆX t x can be calculated in the LLP frame by using the Ehrenfest theorem,

= -( ) ( ( ) ( )) ( )
t

X t P t P t M
d

d
, 33ph

where ò a=( ) ∣ ( )∣P t k k td kph
2 is the expectation value of the phononmomentum at time t. The equations of

motion for a ( )tk can be derived from theHamiltonian ̂BF, see equation (21), usingDirac’s time-dependent
variational principle [64]. As discussed in [24] this yields

Figure 8.Wecompare the polaron energy, calculated fromdifferentmethods, for attractive (a) and repulsive (b)microscopic
interactions.We used a value of g = 0.014 (or =∣ ∣n a 1440 BB ) corresponding to theweakly interacting regime, where Bogoliubov
theory is expected to be applicable. Parameters are chosen similarly to those of Florence experiment [7], except that we are assuming a
larger boson density. TheDMC results are obtained by N1 extrapolation to the thermodynamic limit  ¥N , see appendix C for
details.
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Wenote that the log-divergent term in theMFpolaron energy, see equation (27), does not enter in the
equations ofmotion(34). Therefore the time-dependentMF theory is well-behaved in the long-wavelength
limit.We note that starting from a free impurity we observe numerically that the phononnumber grows
logarithmically in time,

( ) ( )N t tlog . 35ph

This can be understood as a dynamicalmanifestation of the orthogonality catastrophe in a 1DBose gas. In the
polaron ground state the number of phonons diverges logarithmically even after inclusion of quantum
fluctuations by the RG, see appendix B.2. By analogywe expect that the dynamical divergence of the phonon
number in time is not an artifact of theMF theory but a physical effect observable also in the presence of
quantumfluctuations.

6.2. Local-density approximation
In the absence of an external force, the total systemmomentum is conserved, =( )P t td d 0. Nowwe consider
the effect of an additional (confinement)potentialV(x) on the impurity. In the limit when its changes are small
over a length scale set by the size of the polaronwavepacket, we can still treat the system as a homogeneous one.
In this LDA, the equation ofmotion for the totalmomentum is given by

= -¶( ) ( ( )) ( )
t

P t V X t
d

d
. 36x

Potentials from the Florence experiment. In the followingwewill consider different potentials, which have all
played a role in the experiment byCatani et al [7]. Firstly, both the impurity and the bosons are trapped inside a
shallow parabolic potential,

= W( ) ( )V x m x
1

2
, 37I,B I,B I,B

2 2

where =m MI is the impuritymass and WI,B are the trapping frequencies. The oscillator lengths in [7] are
x»ℓ 11I and x»ℓ 9B respectively, justifying the LDA in this case because the size of the polaron is of the

order x  ℓI,B.
In addition, Catani et al [7] used a tight species-selective dipole trap (SSDP) to localize the impurities in the

beginning. This gives rise to a steeper harmonic trap, w=( )V x M x 2SSDP I
2 2 , where w x= c0.28I in our units.

In this case the oscillator length is x»ℓ 3.3 and the LDA is less justified.
Finally, the impurity energy depends on the density n(x) of the Bose gas. This gives rise to an effective

potential which is determined by the interaction strength gIB. Assuming that the impurity can adiabatically
follow its ground state atP=0, we obtain the following polaronic potential,

bº =( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )V x E x g x n x . 38pol 0
MF

IB MF

To calculate b ( )xMF wenote that the healing length ξ and the speed of sound c both depend on the density n(x),
and thus on x. For aweakly interacting quasi-1D condensate in a shallow trapwe can apply the Thomas–Fermi
approximation to estimate the boson density,

» -( ) ( ) ( )n x n V x g . 390 B BB

Infigure 9 the potentials are shown for parameters as in the experiment byCatani et al [7] and assuming
repulsive impurity–boson interactions.We note that in the strong coupling regime, for h 1, the effective
polaronic potential ( )V xpol has itsminimumat the edge of the Bose gas. In this casewe expect that impurities
become trapped in this region after they have had enough time to equilibrate with the quasi-1D condensate.
Such behavior has indeed been observed in [7] for h 1.

6.3. Polaron oscillations: homogeneous Bose gas
Webegin by studying the dynamics of an impurity interactingwith a homogeneous Bose gas, where the impurity
is subject to a shallow trapping potential. Experimentally this situation corresponds to the assumption that
W WB I is small. In this casewe can ignore the polaronic potential in equation (38), andwewill consider only

( )V xI now.
Adiabatic limit. In the limit where the polaron follows its local ground state adiabatically, it can be described

by an effectiveHamiltonian
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If we start from awavepacket in the origin, withmomentum p0, it will undergo harmonic oscillations. Their
frequency is renormalized,

W = W ( )M M , 41p I p

due to the enhanced polaronmass.
The amplitude of the harmonic oscillations,σ, is easily obtained from energy conservation,

s= Wp M M2 20
2

p I
2 2 . By the same polaronicmass enhancement, this amplitude is also renormalized compared

to the case of a free impurity,

s =
W

( )M

M

p

M
. 42

p

0

I

Nowwewill use full dynamical simulations to show that both the frequency and the amplitude
renormalization of polaron oscillations can serve as indicators of the effective polaronmass. In the case of a
homogeneous Bose gas, equations (41), (42) provide an accurate description of polaron trajectories at weak
couplings.

Initial conditions.Weuse initial conditions as close as possible to the experimental situation described in [7].
There the impurities were tightly confined in the SSDP, before theywere released and their breathing oscillations
were recorded. Tomodel this situation, we consider polaronwavepackets localized in the origin x=0.We
assume that the distribution ( )f p0 of theirmomenta = ( )p P 00 can be derived from the thermal state of the
impurity in the initial, tight trapping potential. Thenwe performnumerical calculations for different initial
systemmomenta =( )P p0 0 and add up the resulting trajectories with their respective thermal weights.

We also need the initial phonon configuration in the polaron frame. Because the SSDP provides a rather
deep trapping potential, w x= c0.28I , we think it is reasonable to assume that the impurity is initially localized,
corresponding to = ¥M . Therefore the phonon cloud at time t=0 is chosen as theMF solution at = ¥M ,

òa b
w

b
p w

= - = +¥ ¥
-⎛

⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟( ) ( )V g

k
W

0 , 1
2

d . 43k
k

k

k

k
MF MF

IB
2 1

We study the influence of the initial phonon distribution on the long-time behavior infigure 10.We
compared cases where theMF solution atfinitemassM, infinitemass = ¥M , or the phonon vacuum a = 0k ,
was chosen initially. Infigure 10we show typical polaron trajectories calculatedwithin LDA formoderate
interactions. Unless theMF solution atfinite >M 0 is chosen as initial state, the polaron loses a substantial part
of itsmomentum at short times (see inset), until its velocity drops below the speed of sound c. This dissipation
leads to a reduced oscillation amplitude, whichmanifests itself in the trajectories even at long times.

Numerical results.To study polaron oscillations systematically, we simulated the experiment byCatani et al
[7] but assumed a homogeneous Bose gasfirst. Infigure 10 a typical polaron trajectory is shown, starting froman
initialmomentum P(0)which is characteristic for the temperatures in the experiment. Note that it corresponds
to a supersonic impurity with velocity >˙ ( )X c0 . At long timeswe observe long-lived but decaying oscillations
with polaron velocities which are always below the speed of sound c.

We repeated these calculations for different interactions η and averaged over the thermal distribution of
initialmomenta P(0) corresponding to [7]. Then the resulting trajectories

Figure 9.The effective potential, including ( )V xI (dashed line) and the polaronic part ( )V xpol , is calculated for parameters as in the
experiment byCatani et al [7]. The size of the Bose gaswas on the order of x»R 120 in [7].
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s = á ñ( ) ( ) ( )t X t , 44T
2

where á ñ· T corresponds to thermal averaging, werefitted to a function,

s s w= g-( ) ∣ ( )∣ ( )t tsin e . 45t

Infigure 11 thefit parametersσ,ω and γ are shown as a function of the interaction strength η. Some of the
trajectories fromwhich these plots were derived are plotted infigure 12.

Infigure 11(a)we compare results for the frequency renormalizationwith predictions by the adiabatic
approximation, see equation (41), and obtain excellent agreement. Ourfindings demonstrate that a frequency
measurement of polaron oscillations provides an accuratemethod to detect the effective polaronmass. In
particular, it alsoworks in the strongly interacting regime and shows the saturation of the polaronmass in
this case.

Infigure 11(b)we compare results for the amplitude renormalization to predictions by the adiabatic
approximation, see equation (42). The amplitude s0 is determined by the temperature of the impurity in this
case; It is on the order of s » W- k T M20 I

1
B . Both forweak and strong impurity–boson interactions wefind

that the amplitude of impurity oscillations is directly related to the effective polaronmass according to the
adiabatic expression in equation (42). In the intermediate regime large deviations from this prediction can be
observed.

To understand this behavior we take a closer look at the impurity trajectories. Infigure 12(b)we observe that,
for small interactions, the impurity oscillates back and forth several times at supersonic speeds. It is slowed down
continuously until eventually it becomes subsonic. In this regime the amplitude of oscillations is well
approximated by the adiabatic expression(42). At intermediate interactions the impurity quickly loses kinetic
energy and becomes subsonic, seefigures 10 and 12(d). This dissipative effect goes beyond the adiabatic
approximation and explains the strongly enhanced amplitude renormalization found in figure 11(b) for this
regime. For strong interactions, the impurity velocity drops below the speed of sound almost instantly for all

Figure 10.Typical polaron trajectories are shown for different initial conditions of the phonon cloud around the impurity.We used a
trapping potential xW = c0.025I as in [7], whichwe treated in LDA. The Bose gas was assumed to be homogeneous in this case and
the initialmomentum =p Mc3.50 of all trajectories corresponds to the typical thermal energy =k T p M2B 0

2 in the experiment by
Catani et al [7]. The impurity–boson interactionwas h = 4, and the remaining parameters were chosen as in [7].Weused aUV cut-
off xL = 30 and checked that the results have converged.

Figure 11.Polaron oscillations in a homogeneous Bose gas: we simulate impurity trajectories as expected in a situation similar to the
experiment byCatani et al [7]. To this endwe average over wavepackets, whichwe treat in LDA,with amomentumdistribution
determined by the temperature x»k T c2B . The resulting trajectories s ( )t are fitted to equation (45). Here we plot thefitting
parameters for the frequencyω (a), the amplitudeσ (b) and the damping rate γ of the resulting polaron oscillations as a function of the
coupling strength. Except for the assumption of a homogeneous Bose gaswe used parameters to describe the situation in [7]. To
facilitate the dynamical simulations, we chose a softUV cut-off  - LW W ek k

k4 2
0
2
and used xL = 30 .
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initial velocities, see figure 12(f). This suggests that the initial impuritymomentum is almost reversibly
transformed into polaronmomentum in this regime. Afterwards the propagation of the heavy polaron can be
described by the adiabatic approximation again.

Infigure 11(c)wepresent results for the damping rate of polaron oscillations in a harmonic trap. As before,
three regimes of weak, intermediate and strong interactions can be identified. In agreement with our previous
analysis, the decay is largest formoderate interactions. In this regime the non-adiabatic corrections aremaximal:
for stronger coupling the impurity can follow the phonon cloudmore easily, suppressing non-adiabatic
processes. Forweaker couplings the probability for a non-adiabatic process where a phonon is emitted is
strongly reduced because it scales as h2.

Relation to the Florence experiment. In this sectionwe neglect the additional complication arising from an
inhomogeneous Bose gas and compare experimental results to the theoretical analysis that assumes uniform
boson density.We discuss the role of inhomogeneity in the following section 6.4.

Our analysis infigure 11 suggests that the oscillation frequency is themost useful observable for
measurement of the effective polaronmass. Surprisingly no frequency renormalization has been found by
Catani et al [7]. On the other hand, the amplitude renormalization has been observed and as shown infigure 3 its
comparisonwith our different theoretical calculations is excellent at weak couplings. At larger interactions the
agreement is not as good, and the deviations are opposite fromwhatwewould have expected according to
figure 11(b).

From figure 11(c)we read off a typical damping rate g x» - c10 3 around h = 1. The breathing frequency
wb, which is twice the oscillation frequencyω, is on the order of w x= c0.04b in this regime. Thereforewe
expect a friction coefficient g g w˜ ≔ 2 b, as introduced in [7], of g »˜ 0.025. This value agrees well with the
measured value of g =˜ ( )0.03 2 for this interaction strength.

6.4. Polaron oscillations: inhomogeneous Bose gas
Aswe discussed above, the experimental observations in [7] are not consistent with our predictions for polaron
oscillations inside a homogeneous Bose gas. Nowwe discuss possibilities how the inhomogeneity of the Bose gas
can affect the oscillations of the impurity.

First we start by including the effective polaronic potential from equation (38) in the simulations. Some
comments are in order. The use of this potential can only be justified in the limit where the polaron cloud follows
the impurity adiabatically.Moreover, the treatment becomesmeaningless close to the boundary of the Bose gas.
In this regime the boson density is small and the Bogoliubov approximation breaks down.Moreover the
Thomas–Fermi approximation is not accurate in this regime. Therefore the following results should be
considered as a qualitative guide to understanding experiments rather than accurate quantitative analysis.

The polaron trajectories in the presence of the polaronic trapping potential are shown infigure 13. Forweak
impurity–boson interactions, the result is similar to the case of a homogeneous Bose gas andwe obtain long-
lived oscillations, slightly renormalized compared to the free impurity. For larger interactions all trajectories
quickly become localized at the boundary of the Bose gas. Similar behavior has been reported in [7] for long
times, although pronounced oscillations have also been seen in that case.

We nowdiscuss that absence of frequency renormalization observed in [7] in the strongly interacting regime
may be a result of inhomogeneous density of bosons. Let us consider an impurity trajectorywith an amplitude

Figure 12.Polaron oscillations inside a homogeneous Bose gas are simulated using the LDA. The top row shows the expansion of the
impurity cloud s ( )t , see equation (44), overaged over initial polaronmomenta, alongwith the fit according to equation (45) and the
case of a free impurity. In the bottom row trajectories in the ensemble are shown, with awidth corresponding to their thermal weight
and starting onlywith positivemomenta. The trajectories with the largest initial velocity are highlighted by the dashed–dotted lines. In
the weak coupling regime (a), (b) for h = 0.139 we observe long-lived but decaying oscillations. For intermediate interactions (c), (d)
at h = 1.9 the velocity of almost all trajectories quickly drops below the speed of sound c. This happens almost instantly in the strong
coupling regime (e), (f)where h = 27. Parameters are the same as infigure 11.
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which exceeds the size of the Bose gas by a sizable amount.Moreover, when the particle is interactingwith the
bosons, let us apply the adiabatic approximation.Wemay thus assume that all the initialmomentumof the
impurity is adiabatically transferred into polaronmomentum. Indeed, we have shown for the case of a
homogeneous gas that this simple picture explains why the amplitude of polaron oscillations is renormalized by
a factor of M Mp for very strong couplings. This argument only relies on the conservation of energy, and
therefore it also applies when the impurity exists the regionwhere the Bose gas is confined.

For sufficiently large interactions, figure 9 shows that the effective polaronic potential can be steeper than the
harmonic confining potential for the impurity. Therefore it is conceivable that the impurity spendsmore time
outside the Bose gas, than inside. In an extreme case itmay even be reflected off the boundary. In such a situation
the breathing frequency wb is given by twice the bare trap frequency, w = W2b I, as observed in [7]. The
oscillation amplitude, on the other hand, is determined by the initial energy of the impurity inside the Bose gas,
which can be related to the effective polaronmass.

7. Beyond theBogoliubov approximation

So farwemostly ignored the effects of interactions between phonons. There are at least two good reasons to
include them in our discussion and investigate the fullHamiltonian,

   = + + -ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ .F 2ph ph ph

First of all, the experiment byCatani et al [7] is in a rather strongly interacting regime. The LHY corrections to
the ground state energy, see equation (31), are on the order of 30% in this case. This indicates that the Bogoliubov
approximationmay not be justified for describing the experimental observations.

Secondly, we are interested in regimeswhere the impurity–boson coupling becomes dominant. Aswe have
shown, this leads to an accumulation of a large number of phonons (bosons) around the impurity, see e.g.
Figure 7. Even if the boson interaction strength g gBB IB is negligible compared to the impurity–boson
coupling, the interaction energy~ ( )g n xBB

2 can become comparable to the polaron energy~ ( )g n xIB . This is
possible because of the quadratic scaling of the boson’s interaction energywith their density n(x) around the
impurity. The break-down of theRG (see appendix B) also indicates that interactions between the phonons have
to be included to prevent the system frombecoming unstable to quantum fluctuations.

In this sectionwe explain theDMCmethod (section 7.1)whichwe used for calculating the ground state
energy of the full Hamiltonian ̂, as well as the effectivemass of the impurity.We benchmark thismethod (in
section 7.2) by discussing the exactly solvable case of an impenetrable impurity inside aweakly interacting Bose
gas. This leads us to afinal discussion of the experiment byCatani et al [7] (in section 7.3), wherewe focus on the
effect of boson–boson interactions.

7.1. TheDMCmethod for Bose polarons
MonteCarlomethods provide an efficient tool for the evaluation ofmultidimensional integrals. Expectation
values of quantummechanical operators can bewritten as integrals over the ground state wave function and can
be efficiently evaluated usingMonte Carlo techniques.Herewe resort to theDMCmethod in order to obtain the
ground state properties of the Bose polaron problem. For a general reference on theDMCmethod, see for
example [42]. An important advantage of the non-perturbativeDMCmethod is that it can be applied to

Figure 13.Polaron trajectories s ( )t for an impurity described by the effective polaronic potential in equation (38). Calculations
include inhomogeneous density of the Bose gas in a trap and averaging over thermal distribution of the initialmomentumof the
impurity.We used the same parameters as infigure 11, except that the potential xW = c0.0175B was included. TheThomas–Fermi
radius of the quasi-1D condensate in this case is x»R 80 .
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arbitrary interaction strength η between the impurity and the surrounding Bose gas. This is true for arbitrary
values of the gas parameter γ of the bath, see equation (9).

Another questionwhich can be addressed by performingDMC simulations concerns the dimensionality of
the system. Specifically, we study the effect of the transverse confinement potential in the Florence experiment
[7] on the energetic and dynamical properties of the system. To this endwe consider both the effective 1D
Hamiltonianwith contact interactions, see equation (1), and a full 3DHamiltonian. The latter takes into account
the geometry of the optical lattice potential as well as the three-dimensional scattering length. Even though the
experimental geometry is rather complicated, with different optical lattice potentials felt by the Rb andK atoms,
theDMCmethod can still be applied.

We focus on two densities, first corresponding to strong interactions in the bath, =∣ ∣n a 4.560 BB or
g = 0.44, as in the Florence experiment [7]. The second considered value, =∣ ∣n a 1440 BB , corresponds to
g = 0.014 deep in the Bogoliubov regime. For the first case we consider impurities (Rb) and bath particles (K) of
differentmass. In the second casewewill also consider the limit of an infinitely repulsive pinned impurity, in
which Bethe ansatz can be used in order tofind the ground state energy of the Bose polaron. This permits us to
verify the consistency of theDMCenergywith the Bethe ansatz result in this exactly integrable limit. In addition
we obtain the correlation functions and the density profile of bosons around the impurity fromDMC
calculations.

Three-dimensional DMC calculations. Infirst quantization the 3DmodelHamiltonian is

 
 å å å å= - D - D + - + - + +

= < = =
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Here ( )V rBB and ( )V rIB are the boson–boson and impurity–boson interaction potentials, andDI,Di denote the
Laplace operators with respect to the impurity and the boson labeled by i, respectively. The external potentials,
VB

ext andVI
ext, are felt by bosons and the impurity respectively. In the experiment [7] they have been created by

two-dimensional lattices forming an array of 1D tubes.We consider the case when a single tube in the array is
populated.

The depth of the Rb lattice potential ( )V rlatt is s=60 recoils with the lattice wavelength l = 1064 nm,
 l=( ) ( )V r s m2B

2
Rb

2 .We have checked that similar result can be obtained by considering a simple harmonic
external potential, ( )V rosc , with the transverse oscillator frequency w p =^ ( )2 34 45 kHz for Rb(K) atoms.We
ignore the residual shallow trapping along the longitudinal direction inDMCcalculations.

The relation of the three-dimensional s-wave scattering length, a3D, to the 1Done, a1D, for the tight
transverse confinement with oscillator length aosc, is given byOlshanii’s formula

= - -( )a a a a a1 1.03261D osc
2

3D 3D osc [4]. In an optical lattice geometry no simple analytical result is known
and the corresponding relation is obtained following [65]. In the Florence experiment [7] the boson–boson s-
wave scattering lengthwas fixed to = -a 652.21D,Rb nmandwas not changed. The boson–impurity s-wave
scattering length, in contrast, is tunable over awide range by changing the strength of the appliedmagnetic field.

In our quasi-1D simulationswemodel the three-dimensional interaction potential by hard-spheres,
= +¥( )V rHS when <∣ ∣ ar HS and =( )V r 0HS otherwise. The diameter of the hard-sphere potential coincides

with its s-wave scattering length and is set to reproduce Rb–Rb (Rb–K) value for the boson–boson (boson–
impurity) scattering amplitude. In our simulationswe consider a single impurity and impose periodic boundary
conditions along the longitudinal direction of the tube.

The statistical fluctuations inMonte Carlo simulation can be greatly reduced by using importance sampling.
This is done on the basis of a distribution functionwhichwe derive from a trial guidingwave function.
Motivated by our physical insights, it is chosen as a product of one- and two-body terms,

  y = - -
= < =
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TheGaussian one-body terms = - +( ) [ ( ) ]h x y ar exp 2I
2 2

osc,K
2 and = - +( ) [ ( ) ]h x y ar exp 2B

2 2
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2

localize the particles inside the central tube. The two-body Jastrow terms are taken in the following form
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where parametersA andB are chosen such that both a ( )f r and its derivative are continuous at the half size of the
box, =r L 2. Here a = BB corresponds to boson–boson and a = IB to the case of impurity–boson scattering.
The Jastrow terms(48) are obtained as the solutions of the two-body scattering problemon the hard sphere
potential. Although the guidingwave function(47) and (48) does not contain any variational parameters, it
provides a sufficient quality.
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1DDMC calculations.Wealso perform calculations for the 1DHamiltonian from equation (1). In this case
the guidingwave function can be conveniently written in a pair-product form

 y = - -
< =

( ) (∣ ∣) (∣ ∣)x x x f x x f x x, , ; .T N
i j

N

i j
i

N

i1 I BB
1
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Wechose the two-body terms as
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where a =BB, BI denotes boson–boson (boson–impurity) terms. ParametersAα andBα are chosen in such a
way that a ( )f x and itsfirst derivative are continuous for >∣ ∣x 0 and satisfy Bethe–Peierls boundary condition at
the contact, ¢ = -a a a( ) ( )f f a0 0 . Here aα denotes the corresponding 1D s-wave scattering length. The short-
range part in equation (49), for  a∣ ∣x R par, is the two-body scattering solution for a contact δ-function potential.
Instead the ‘phononic’ long-range part in equation (49), for > a∣ ∣x R par, is obtained from the hydrodynamic
approach [66].

The variational parameter aR par corresponds to the crossover distance between the two-body and phononic
regimes. It is optimized byminimizing the variational energy, which leads to theVMC results presented earlier
in this paper. The variation parameter KBB

par for large system size coincides with the Luttinger parameter of the
bathK. Its dependence on the gas parameter, g( )K , is known from the Bethe ansatz solution to the Lieb–Liniger
model [67].We use the thermodynamic value of parameter KBB

par for the bath and optimize parameter KIB
par by

minimizing the variational energy.
VMCmethod.TheVMCmethod evaluates averages over the trial wave function yT . TheMetropolis

algorithm [68] is used to sample its square, y∣ ∣T
2 by generating aMarkov chainwith corresponding probability

distribution. The average of theHamiltonian, y y y y= á ñ á ñ∣ ˆ ∣ ∣E T T T Tvar , provides an upper bound to the
ground state energy E0. It is interesting to compare the value of Evar with prediction ofMF theory.

DMCmethod.TheDMCmethod [42] is based on solving the Schrödinger equation in imaginary time. For
large times, the contribution to the energy from the excited states is exponentially suppressed, permitting to
obtain the exact ground state energyE0. The density profile of the polaron can be calculated using the technique
of pure estimators [69, 70]. The effectivemass of the polaron, Mp, is obtained by calculating the diffusion
coefficientD of the impurity in the imaginary time τ, t t= á - ñt¥ [ ( ) ( )]D r rlim 0I I

2 , according to the
relation =D M22

p. The variational value for Mp is obtained fromDMCalgorithmwithout branching, which
is an alternativemethod to theMetropolis algorithm to generate the probability distribution according to y∣ ∣T

2.

7.2. TheGPE limit: dark solitons
Aphysically important limit is that of an impurity with an infinitemass, = ¥M . It corresponds to two realistic
situations: (i) a pinned impurity, (ii) a static potential created by a focused laser beam. Furthermore this limit is
interesting as it is allows to obtain physical insights to the effects of phonon–phonon interactions on the polaron
cloud.

When the Bogoliubov approximation is justified—which is the case for g  1or ∣ ∣n a 10 BB —we can
study this situation using theGross–Pitaevskiimean-field equation (GPE) [47]:

f f d f= -
¶
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2
. 50x
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Here f f= á ñ( ) ˆ ( )x x describes the boson field in the 1D system, and EB denotes the total energy EB of the
combined impurity–boson system.

TheGPE is valid even for strong impurity–boson interactions and goes beyond perturbative expansions in
orders of gIB. This is different fromperturbative theories which linearize boson–impurity interactions, which is
justifiedwhen gIB is small. Because the boson–boson interactions are treated on aMF level, the validity of GPE is
limited to the Bogoliubov regime ∣ ∣n a 10 BB (g  1) aswe discuss below.

Dark soliton solution.The repulsive nonlinear GPEpossesses a famous class of solutions known as gray
solitons. These correspond to a depletion in the boson density whichmaintains its shapewhile propagating with
a constant speed. In the case of zero velocity the density completely vanishes in a single point, and the solution is
referred to a a dark soliton. Thuswe expect that the effect of amassive impenetrable impurity, with

 ¥M g, IB , is to localize a dark soliton in the Bose gas.
Thewave function of a dark soliton is given by f x=( ) ( )x n xtanh 20 0 with the corresponding energy
= -E g n N n c2 2 3B BB 0 0 . If we take into account that xD =N n2 2sol 0 bosons are repelled from the

homogeneous Bose gas, wefind that the energyE0 of the impurity in a systemwithfixed total particle numberN
and density n0 is
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= ( )E n c
4

3
. 510

sol
0

This energy has the same physicalmeaning as other polaron energiesE0 whichwe calculated before.
On the other hand, we can calculate the polaron energy starting from an impurity and usingMF theory as

described in section 5.1. In that case we obtain

= = ( )E n c E2
3

2
520

MF
0 0

sol

by sending  ¥gIB and  ¥M . The obtained expression overestimates the correct energy by the factor of 3/
2. The reason is that in ourMF theorywe ignore the nonlinearity in equation (50). Bymaking the Bogoliubov
approximationwe effectively linearize *f f df df» + +∣ ∣ ( ) ( )n n x n x22

0
3 2

0 0 .
Comparison toDMC.To benchmark our theoreticalmethodswe calculated the energy of an impenetrable,

localized impurity for different parameters of the Bose gas. Our comparison infigure 14 shows thatDMC is in
perfect agreement with the exact result in the limit where Bogoliubov theory is valid, ∣ ∣n a 10 BB or g  1. As
expected,MF theory andRGdiffer by the factor 2/3 in this regime.

In section 5.2we suggested to use the relative size of LHY corrections to the ground state energy of the Bose
gas as an indicator where the Bogoliubov theory can be applied to describe polarons. This leads to the condition
that ∣ ∣n a 10 BB (or g  1). Although infigure 14we never obtain quantitative agreement of the Bogoliubov
approximationwith the numerically exactDMC results, we find that the qualitative behavior of the impurity
energyE0 is correctly described in this framework for ∣ ∣n a 10 BB (or small g  1). In the opposite limit

∣ ∣n a 10 BB (or g 1) in contrast, the Bogoliubov description completely fails. This shows that the LHY
corrections provide a reliablemeasure for the accuracy of the truncated description of the polaron cloud using
only the beyond-FröhlichHamiltonian ̂BF.

7.3. Comparison to Florence experiment
Infigure 15we compare the polaron energy for repulsive interactions >g 0IB and parameters as in the
experiment of [7]. For weak-to-intermediate impurity–boson interactions, h∣ ∣ 1, where the Fröhlichmodel is
valid and the densitymodulation in the Bose gas is small, all theoretical predictions agreewith each other. For
stronger couplings we observe sizable quantitative differences. Nevertheless, the qualitative behavior of all
results going beyond the FröhlichHamiltonian is the same. The corrections of the RG to theMF results is
pronounced at large couplings, butDMCpredicts even smaller polaron energies in this regime.

Infigure 3we compared predictions for the effective polaronmass to the experimental results from
analyzing polaron oscillations. Therewe have found large deviations for h 3. Interestingly this is exactly
where the strong coupling regime starts andDMCpredicts different energies than our RG approach. In this
regime the densitymodulations of the Bose gas around the impurity are expected to become large. As a result,
our analysis of polaron oscillations showed that large deviations from the adiabatic result can be expected.We
speculate that thismay be related to the large difference between theory and experiment at strong couplings in
figure 3.

In [7] it wasmoreover suggested that h » 15 could also be the point where higher transversemodes are
important. Population of suchmodeswould imply that the system can no longer be treated as strictly 1D.
However, the argument of [7]was based on a comparison of the bare energy g nIB 0 with the transverse trapping

Figure 14.The energy shiftE0 caused by an impenetrable static impurity ( = ¥M and = ¥gIB ) is calculated as a function of the
interaction parameter ∣ ∣n a0 BB of the surrounding Bose gas.WhileMF andRG rely on theHamiltonian ̂BF, the other approaches start
from the fullmodel ̂. The dashed–dotted line corresponds to the dark-soliton solution of theGross–Pitaevskii equation (GPE). To
ensure proper finite-size scaling, DMC results are compared to exact analytical calculations using Bethe ansatz and in the Tonks–
Girardeau limit.
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frequency w »^ m a126 B BB
2 . As can be seen from figure 15, the relevant polaron energies are well below ŵ for

all interaction strengths. Thereforewe conclude that a cross-over into a higher-dimensional regime cannot
explain the experimental observations. This supplements our analysis of higher transversemodes infigure 6,
wherewe arrived at the same conclusion.

We conclude by noting that phonon–phonon interactions play an important role for understanding
polarons at strong couplings in the experiment byCatani et al [7]. Not only do two-phonon terms beyond the
FröhlichHamiltonian become important, but also the nonlinear interactions between phonons are required to
describe correctly the polaron energy for repulsive interactions. On the attractive side, where <g 0IB , we expect
their influence to be evenmore dramatic, because larger deformations of the Bose gas around the impurity are
possible.

8. Summary and outlook

In this paper we studied theoreticallymobile impurities interactingwith a 1DBose gas.We provided general
theoretical analysis of such problems and considered a specific experimental system realized in experiments by
Catani et al [7].We showed that in theweak coupling regime the Fröhlichmodel provides an accurate
description of the system.We extended our analysis to include two-phonon scattering terms, which become
important for stronger impurity–boson interactions. Finally we also discussed the effects of boson–boson
interactions on the polaron cloud.

Main new results.Themain new theoretical insights of our work are related to how two-phonon terms affect
Bose polarons at strong coupling. SimpleMFdoes notwork in one dimension and needs to be corrected by RG
calculations. For sufficiently weak boson–boson interactions wefind that qualitative features of the polaron
phase diagram remain the same as obtained fromMFdescription of polarons in three dimensions [24, 40].

In particular we find a repulsive polaron branch for repulsive couplings, h > 0, and an attractive polaron
branch for sufficiently weak attractive interactions, h 0. In theweakly interacting limit, both branches can be
described by the Fröhlich polaron, which has been observed in the Florence experiment [7]. On the other hand,
for sufficiently strong attractive interactions, h  0, we expectmulti-particle bound states at low energies and a
meta-stable repulsive polaron branch at high energies. The latter is adiabatically connected to the polaron at
infinitely repulsivemicroscopic interactions h  ¥.

The enhanced role of quantum fluctuations in 1Dmanifests itself in the logartihmic divergence (with system
size) of theMFpolaron energy. In appendix Bwe generalized the RG approach from [40] to one dimension.We
showed that the resulting polaron energy is regularized in the RG approach and converges tofinite value when
the system size is increased. Furthermore we showed that RG analysis can be used to study other properties of 1D
Bose polarons, incudling the effectivemass and impurity boson correlations.We compared these predictions to
our numerically exactDMC calculations and found good agreement for aweakly interacting Bose gas in the
Bogoliubov regime.We concluded that for a full quantitative description of Bose polarons at strong couplings,
phonon–phonon interactions always need to be included. In additionwe identified regimes in the phase
diagramwhere the fullmicroscopicHamiltonian is required for reaching even a qualitative understanding of the
polaron properties (figure 2).

Analysis of the experiment byCatani et al [7].Original analysis of the experiments showed a disagreement
between theoretical results and experimentallymeasured effectivemass already forweak impurity–boson

Figure 15.Comparison of the polaron energyE0 computed by differentmethods and usingHamiltonians as indicated in the legend.
We have chosen parameters as in the experiment byCatani et al [7]. Note that the RGpredicts a larger energy thanMF theory for weak
interactions because for the latter we ignored the logarithmically divergent term equation (27). It is included and properly regularized
in theRG.We showDMCandVMCresults forN=50 particles. ForDMCalso the extrapolated value expected in the thermodynamic
limit  ¥N is shown, see appendix C for details of our analysis.
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interaction.We explained that this disagreement results from the high energymodeswith x~k 1 that were
not included properly in earlier analysis.We showed that both analytical RG and numerical DMCmethods give
results in good agreementwith experiments when the high energymodes are includedmore accurately.

Theoreticalmethods based on the Bogoliubov approximation predict a saturation of the polaronmass at a
finite value of the impurity–boson interaction strength. Although qualitatively this behavior has been observed
in the experiment, large quantitative deviations fromour theoretical calculations are found in this regime, where
effects beyond the Bogoliubov approximation are expected to play a role.We performed full numerical
simulations of the polaron trajectories in a harmonic trapping potential and argued that the disagreement
between theory and experiment could be related to the inhomogeneity of the Bose gas.

By performingDMC simulations for two differentHamiltonians: (i) strictly 1D, see equation (1), (ii) three-
dimensional, see equation (46), with strong transverse confinement, we found no significant differences for the
dynamic and static properties, even in the regime of strong interactions. Thismeans that the use of a strictly 1D
Hamiltonian is justified.

Closer inspection of different theoreticalmodels revealed that in the strong coupling regime phonon–
phonon interactions need to be included if onewants to do accurate comparison to experiments. In contrast to
Bose polarons in three dimensions [8, 9], the relative size of quantumfluctuation corrections to the ground state
energy of the Bose gas was sizable in [7].We showed here for 1D systems that this is a suitable indicator for the
applicability of the Bogoliubov approximation for describing Bose polarons.

We conclude that a detailed quantitative analysis of the experiment byCatani et al [7] at strong couplings is
extremely challenging.We showed that it requires full inclusion of two-phonon terms ̂2ph aswell as phonon–

phonon interactions -
ˆ

ph ph, both going beyond the FröhlichHamiltonian that has been used previously to
analyze the experiment [7, 36].Moreover, from full dynamical simulations of this problemwe found indicators
that the inhomogeneity of the Bose gas needs to be taken into account as well.We expect that numerical DMRG
orTEBD [71, 72] calculations could shed new light on this problem in the future. Our analysismoreover ignored
effects offinite temperatures, which can also contribute to the observed differences between theory and
experiment.

Possible future experiments.Herewe performed full dynamical simulations of polaron trajectories inside a
shallow trapping potential.We showed by using a time-dependentMF ansatz combinedwith the LDA that
polaron oscillations inside a homogeneous trap provide a powerfulmeans formeasuring the effective polaron
mass.When the Bose gas can be assumed to be homogeneous, the frequency renormalization provides accurate
results.We suggest to use species-selective optical traps in the future to perform suchmeasurements, in a regime
where the Bose gas is as large as possible to avoid effects of the inhomogeneous density profile.

The energy provides another important quantity to characterize Bose polarons. It can be obtained directly
from the impurity’s radio-frequency spectrum, which has beenmeasured in 3D [8, 9].We suggest to repeat these
experiments in 1D systems, possibly even in the time-domain [73]. It would be particularly interesting to study
quenches from strong repulsive to strong attractive interactions and show the existence of a repulsive polaron
branch for attractivemicroscopic interactions <g 0IB in one dimension.
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AppendixA.MF theory for Bose polarons in one dimension

In this appendixwe briefly derive theMF theory for Bose polarons in 1D.Our starting point is the beyond-
FröhlichHamiltonian ̂BF from equation (21), i.e. we apply the Bogoliubov approximation for describing the
Bose gas and neglect interactions between the phonons. The standardMF theory developed for Fröhlich
polarons [10, 13, 55] has been generalized to this case in higher dimensions [24].
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To solve the full Hamiltonian (6), (8)we start by applying the unitary LLP transformation [55]. Following
[10, 11, 24] this gives rise to theHamiltonian

 ò ò ò
ò ò
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where p is the total conserved systemmomentum.Note that we normal-ordered the two-phonon scattering
terms (denoted by :...:), which gives rise to the constant energy shift in the first termof the second line.

In theMF theory of Bose polarons onemakes an ansatz of coherent states a ñ∣k k
MF in the LLP frame. As

shown in [24], minimization of the variational energywith respect to ak
MF leads to theMF solution
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In contrast to the Fröhlich case [13, 44], the scattering amplitudesVk
MF are renormalized as well. The two

remaining parameters Pph
MF and bMF are obtained by solving the following set of coupled self-consistency
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Appendix B. RG approach to Bose polarons in one dimension

In this appendixwe extend theMF analysis from section 5.1 using a RG approach.We also study the polaron
phase diagramof the Bogoliubov polaronmodel, where phonon–phonon interactions are neglected.

The non-perturbative RGmethodwas developed for the Fröhlichmodel in [16]. It was checked by showing
excellent agreement with numerically exact diagrammaticMonte Carlo calculations [18] for the polaron energy.
In [40]we extended this approach to Bose polarons, including two-phonon terms. To benchmark themethod
also in this case, we compare to ourDMCcalculations in figure 1(b). In the considered regime of large Bose gas
densities n0, corresponding to a small gas parameter g 1, we find good quantitative agreement.

B.1. RG equations
Starting from theMFpolaron solution ak

MF one can rewrite theHamiltonian  = +ˆ ˆ ˆ
BF F 2ph by an effective

Hamiltonian ̃ describing quantumfluctuations around theMF solution. Then the high-energy phonons, with
momenta larger than a runningUV cut-offΛ, are eliminated step by step in theRG. Thismodifies theMF
solution a L( )k at small energies [39], and gives rise to anRG flowof the coupling constants whenΛ changes.
Using the same notation and following the derivation of [40]we obtain an effectiveHamiltonian
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A few explanations are in order. First of all, note that the impurity operators x̂ and p̂ have been eliminated by
applying the LLP transformation [55] and considering a polaronwith vanishing totalmomentum. The polaron
energy L( )E0 , starting at E0

MF for L = L0, decreases until it reaches the ground state energy of the polaron for
L  0. The effective phonon frequency in the frame co-movingwith the impurity is given by

wW L = + L( ) ( ) ( )k 2 , B2k k
2
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where L( ) denotes the renormalizedmass of the impurity. Note that L  »( ) M0 p can be used as an
approximation for the effective polaronmass [39].

The last term in the first line of equation (B1) describes phonon–phonon interactions induced by themobile
impurity, where the operators Ĝk are defined as aG = + +ˆ ˆ ˆ ( ˆ ˆ )† †a a a ak k k kk k . Note that theMF amplitude is
flowing in the RG,

a
b

L = -
L

W L
( ) ( )

( )
( )V

. B3k
k

k

The second line in equation (B1) is an alternative formulation of the two-phonon scattering terms ̂2ph in
equation (8), with coupling constants L( )G running in the RG.We introduced the following pairs of conjugate
operators,
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describing particle number and phase fluctuations of the Bose gas.
The initial conditions for the coupling constants flowing in theRG are given by
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In one dimension the RG flow equations read [40],
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The ground state energy can be determined from
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In three dimensions [40] all coupling constants converge when the cut-off L  0. In that case the RG flows
stopwhen the dispersion relation wk becomes linear for xL » 1 . Except for -G , this is also true in one
dimension.Here the coupling constant -G alwaysflows to theweak coupling fixed-point in the IR limit,

L  =-
+( ) ( )G 0 0 . B12

To see this, note that we obtain a divergent RG flow ¶ - LL -
- G 11 2 when L  0.

B.2. Regularization of the IR log-divergence
TheMFpolaron energy E0

MF from equation (24)diverges when the IR cut-offλ is sent to zero. The reason for
this divergence is the unphysical assumption ofMF theory that the coupling constant gIB is unmodified by
quantumfluctuations. Nowwe show that the RGflowof -G to the universal weak coupling fixed point =-G 0,
see equation (B12), leads to a regularized polaron energy.

We assume an IR cut-offλ, where the RG flow is stopped. As discussed around equation (27) theMF energy
l( )E0

MF has a contribution
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which diverges logarithmically when l  0. From the RGwe can calculate the polaron energy l( )E0
RG by

solving equation (B11) forΛflowing from L0 toλ, i.e. l l= L =( ) ( )E E0
RG

0 . From the terms in the second line
of equation (B11)we obtain a contribution
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Integrating this equation yields
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From the explicit solution of the RG flowof L-
- ( )G 1 we obtain the exact expression
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fromwhich it follows that l l=-( ) ( )G 1 . I.e. -G approaches theweak couplingfixed point =-G 0 with a
power-law inλ. Because l l ( )log 0 for l  0, the last term in equation (B15) is irrelevant in the IR limit.

Finally, combining equations (B13), (B15) and using pL =-( )G g 40 IB we obtain
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I.e. the two log-divergent terms cancel exactly and the polaron energy obtained from the RG is fully convergent
when the IR cut-off l  0 becomes small.

Beforemoving on, a comment is in order about the number of phonons in the polaron cloud, which
according toMF theory diverges logarithmically with the IR cut-off. In section 5.1we argued that this is directly
connected to the log-divergence of theMFpolaron energy. Nowwe have proven that the coupling constant gIB
gives rise to two different couplings G flowing in the RG,where the renormalization of -G to zero at low
energies regularizes the polaron energy.

We emphasize that the number of phonons in the polaron cloud is still diverging as l  0, as can be readily
checked fromanalyzing the IR behavior of the renormalizedMF amplitudes in equation (B3). As a consequence
we expect that the quasiparticle weightZ=0 for l  0 alsowithin theRG formalism. Thereforewe conclude
that the orthogonality catastrophe [60] also exists formobile impurities interactingwith 1Dquantum gases. As a
direct way of detecting this effect for ultracold atoms, Ramsey interferometry can be used as suggested in [73].

B.3. Polaron phase diagram
Nowwe analyze the RG flows of the coupling constantsmore closely and derive the polaron phase diagram.We
work in a regimewhere phonon–phonon interactions -

ˆ
ph ph can be neglected.Wewill show that the phase

diagram shares all qualitative features with the 3D case discussed in [40].
Static impurity in a non-interacting Bose gas. Let us start by considering the exactly solvable case of an

infinitely heavy impurity, = ¥M , localized in the origin. Furthermore we assume that the bosons are non-
interacting. For repulsive impurity–boson interactions, >g 0IB , the ground state corresponds to awave
functionwhere all bosons populate the same single-particle state, forming a repulsive polaron. For arbitrarily
weak attraction, <g 0IB , a bound state y ( )xb of bosons to the impurity always exists in one dimension. In this
regime the spectrum is unbounded, because y ( )xb can be occupied by any integer number of bosons. Note that
theMF andRG theories provide a description of the polaron state at finite energy, where no bosons are bound to
the impurity [40]. The polaron ismeta-stable on the attractive side because it can decay and form amolecule.

In the RG theory the existence of a bound state is indicated by a divergence of the effective interaction
strength during theRG flow, L  ¥( )G . For the case without boson–boson interactions described above it
holds L = L+ -( ) ( )G G . As shown in equation (B12), -

+G 0 alwaysflows to the repulsive weak coupling fixed
point. Because the RG flow starts at pL =( )G g 40 IB , there always exists a divergence L  ¥-( )G c at some
intermediate Lc on the attractive side <g 0IB . As explained in detail in [40] this is a directmanifestation for the
bound state existing at low energies in this regime.

When themass of the impurity is slowly decreased, we expect the bound states to remain stable because their
energy spacings are sizable. Note however that the finitemass of the impurity introduces correlations between
the bosons and requires us to solve a fullmany-body problem.

Stable repulsive polarons.Nowwe extend our discussion tofinitemass < ¥M and non-vanishing boson–
boson interactions >g 0BB . The RGflows of L( )G , which differ in this case, are shown infigure 16. On the
repulsive side, >g 0IB , the only qualitative change is that >+( )G 0 0 saturates at afinite value in the IR limit. In
this regime the ground state is a repulsive polaron. Infigure 7we show the density profile of the Bose gas around
the impurity, and indeed the impurity repels bosons in this regime. For very strong repulsive interactions, the
quasi-1DBose gas is completely depleted around the impurity, reminiscent of the bubble polarons predicted in
this regime in [74] or, equivalently, a dark soliton as described in section 7.2.
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Attractive polarons.As discussed above, -G diverges during theRG flow for arbitrary attractive interactions.
On the other hand, theflowof the coupling constant L+( )G stops in the IR limit due tofinite >g 0BB . For
sufficiently weak attraction,
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this effect is sufficient to prevent L+( )G fromdiverging during the RG andwe obtain <+( )G 0 0. This
corresponds to attractive interactions of the impurity with density fluctuations in the Bose gas and gives rise to
an attractive polaron. Compared to theMF result for the critical interaction strength g

cIB,
MF, see equation (26), the

RGpredicts a transition already somewhat earlier,

  ( )g g0 , B19
c cIB,

RG
IB,
MF

as a consequence of the renormalizedmass  M .
Infigure B1 the attractive polaron regime, where h h> > = g g0 c c,RG IB,

RG
BB, can be identified. Comparison

withfigure 6 shows that, indeed, this is the regimewhere the polaron energy is negative. The density profile of the
Bose gas around the impurity also shows a pronounced peak for this set of parameters, see figure 7.

It is worth emphasizing that the existence of attractive polarons in one dimension is due solely to non-vanishing
boson–boson interactions. As pointed out before, when =g 0BB the interactions are always repulsive, >( )G 0 0,

in the long-wavelength limit L  0. The effectmanifests in the relation = =g g 0
c cIB,

RG
IB,
MF for =g 0BB . In view

of this conclusion, the agreement between attractive polaron energies infigure 8(a) is remarkable, because it
suggests that indeed ameta-stable polaronic eigenstate exists which has negative energy <E 00 .

The divergence of -G during the RG in the attractive polaron regime suggests that there exists amode bound
to the impurity at energies below the polaron. In [40] this effect is discussed in detail and it is shown that the
polaron becomes dynamically unstable in this case. Because only -G is negative, while +G remains positive, the

spectrumof ̂BF is continuous and unbounded in the attractive polaron regime [40]. In ourDMCcalculations
we fully included phonon–phonon interactions, which are expected to stabilize the attractive polaron [40].
Indeedwefind a nodeless state at energies corresponding to the attractive polaron, see figure 8(a).

Break-down of the RG.Wefind that the number of phonons increases dramatically when gIB approaches

g
cIB,

RG . In the regime

> > ( )g g g , B20
c cIB,

RG
IB IB,

MF

the RGbreaks downbecause theMF amplitude diverges at afinite value ofΛ, b L  ¥( ) . This is a result of
quantumfluctuations of themobile impurity, because for = ¥M it holds =g g

c cIB,
RG

IB,
MF. Unlike for L( )G , the

divergence ofβ cannot be regularized. As discussion further in [40] phonon–phonon interactions are required
to stop the divergence of theMF amplitude.

Metastable repulsive polarons.When <g g
cIB IB,

MF both coupling constants L( )G diverge during the RG flow,

see figure B1.While they both start out attractive at high energies, they become repulsive in the long-wavelength

Figure B1.TheRGflows of L( )G (blue, yellow) are shown, which start form pg 4IB (indicated by the dashed line). The IR values

( )G 0 are shown by thick lines; note that º-
+( )G 0 0 and the RGflows have divergencies on the attractive side. The ground states in

the different parameter regimes are indicated in the bottom row. In the regime between h h h< <c c,RG ,MF the RGbreaks down.We
used parameters as in the experiment byCatani et al [7].
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limit. Therefore the polaron energy >E 00 is positive in this regime, corresponding to a repulsive polaron, see
figure 6. The repulsive polaron branch is adiabatically connected to the polaronic states realized for repulsive
microscopic interactions, similar to the physics of the super-Tonks–Girardeaumetastable state [58, 59].

The accumulation of bosons around the impurity is an indicator formolecule formation at <g g
cIB IB,

MF.

Already for g g
cIB IB,

RG we find pronounced oscillations in the impurity–boson correlation function, which

decaywith the distance from the impurity. Indeed, when both coupling constants L( )G diverge during the RG,
the appearance of a bound statewith a discrete energy is expected [24, 40]. This state is adiabatically connected to
themolecular bound state discussed above at = ¥M and =g 0BB . In the spectral function it is expected to give
rise to a series of peaks separated by the bound state energy [24].

The possibility to decay intomolecular states leads to afinite life-time of repulsive polaronswhen <g 0IB , a
well-knownphenomenon close to a Feshbach resonance in three dimensions [8, 9, 23, 24]. Thismakes a direct
calculation of the polaron energy usingDMCdifficult, because the polaron is no longer the ground state.

To observe repulsive polarons at <g 0IB experimentally, we suggest to study quenches from the strongly
repulsive side = +¥gIB to-¥where themicroscopic interactions are attractive. This approach has
successfully been used to realize the super-Tonks–Girardeau regime of an interacting 1D gas, see [58, 59].We
expect that the finite life-time of the repulsive polaron at <g 0IB should be observable, for example by using
Ramsey interferometry between two spin states which interact differently with the bosons.

Comparison to the experiment. Infigure 3we plotted the critical values hc,RG and hc,MF corresponding to the
parameters in [7]. For weakly attractive interactions, h h>0 c,RG, themeasured values for the effectivemass
are in good agreementwith predictions for an attractive polaron. Around hc,RG the qualitative behavior of the
data changes. The range of parameters h h h< <c c,MF ,RG where theRGbreaks down andwe expect a polaron
cloudwithmany phonons is too narrow to draw any conclusions from the comparison.

AppendixC. Finite-size scaling inMonteCarlo calculations

TheMF andRG theories discussed in themain text predict systemproperties in the thermodynamic limit of the
bath. Instead, quantumMonteCarlo (QMC) simulations are carried out for afinite-size system in a boxwith
periodic boundary conditions. Thus, formaking a comparison between different theories it is preferable first to
do the extrapolation of theQMC results to the thermodynamic limit. Between two considered densities,
corresponding to the Florence experiment [7] and to deep Bogoliubov regime, the latter is expected to have the
strongestfinite-size effects andwe analyze it here.

It is instructive first to study how the energy of the bath depends on the system size in the absence of the
impurity. The energy of a single-component Bose gas with δ-pseudopotential interaction can be exactly found
using Bethe ansatz approach [48]. Figure C1 shows how the difference of the total energy of the bath and its
thermodynamic value - = ¥( ) ( )E N E N depends on the number of particlesN. Even if the convergence in
the energy per particle ( )E N N has a fast N1 2 dependence for large system sizes, in the total energy the
asymptotic dependence is weaker, as can be seen from the N1 fit infigure C1. It should be noted, that the
polaron energy is obtained from the total energy E(N), which diverges linearly with number of particlesN. This
imposes severe requirements for the numerical accuracy goal, especially when large system sizes are used.

For the same high density, =∣ ∣n a 1440 BB , we now add a finite interactionwith the impurity.We consider the
extreme case of h = ¥, corresponding to the strongest interaction. The resulting energy scaling obtained from
QMCcalculations is reported infigure C2. By comparisonwith the non-interacting case of h = 0 shown in

FigureC1. Finite-size dependence of the ground-state energy - = ¥( ) ( )E N E N of the bath deep in the Bogoliubov regime,
=∣ ∣n a 1440 BB , and in the absence of the impurity (h = 0). The dependence on the number of atoms in the bathN is obtained from

Bethe ansatz theory [48]. The asymptotic N1 dependence is shownwith a solid line obtained as afit.
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figureC1 one can see that the effect is greatly enhanced by a finite interactionwith the impurity, as can be
perceived by contrasting the scales of the vertical axis. At the same time, the asymptotic N1 convergence law is
clearly seen.

The polaron energy whichwe report in the thermodynamic limit in themain part of the paper is obtained
fromDMCby adjusting a N1 fit to system sizes =N 50, 100, 150, 200, 250.
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